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Dear Friends!
2010 was a very eventful year in many ways. Unfortu-
nately most of the events were sad. Humans were once 
again shown the complete dependence of man on na-
ture, of what they sometimes forget. 

Among the 2010 sad news was the disastrous earthquake in Haiti that took the lives 
of over 200,000 people; the eruption of the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull that 
paralyzed the European air traffi c and threatened the world with a new economic crisis; 
the BP oil rig explosion in the Gulf of Mexico; the fl oods and landslides in Pakistan that 
killed hundreds and made millions homeless; extreme heat and wildfi res in Russia; 
abnormal snowfalls in South America. Nature has once again showed us that we treat it 
improperly, and we have to pay for it.  

Man should not cut down forests and settle in the places where landslides can occur. 
Man should not ignore climate change and increase the fossil fuels burning. Man should 
not implement shelf drilling projects that are not secured with technologies to fi ght oil 
spills, or disregard forest conservation programmes. 
The scale of the disasters occurred has brought governments to taking measures aimed 
at preventing similar consequences.  

In May 2010 Russian president Dmitry Medvedev held the session of the Presidium of 
the State Council. The president gave the commissions to restore the legislature frame-
work and state system for environmental protection in Russia. Some of the commis-
sions resembled those given by Prime Minister Vladimir Putin a year before that had 
not been executed. Read about it on the Page 45.

I remarked that the new commissions might not be executed due to the absence of po-
litical support, and I was promised it. However, no law was introduced within the given 
period, and the deadline was broken. So, in 2011 we will pay the particular attention to 
the enforcement of the decisions taken in 2009-2010. 

At the G20 summit the Russian president initiated the development of international 
mechanisms to regulate the continental shelf offshore oil production. The initiative, 
drafted with the active participation of WWF-Russia, was welcomed by the G-20 mem-
ber states. We hope that the regulative mechanisms will be adopted and applied in the 
Arctic, thus preventing the disaster similar to the calamity in the Gulf of Mexico.

The activity of WWF-Russia has resulted in various positive changes. We owe our suc-
cess to the support of the growing number of WWF members and companies operating 
in Russia. 

These are Our Victories! Thank you!

Igor Chestin, 
WWF-Russia CEO, Ph.D., 

member of The Russian 
Academy of Sciences

The year 2010 culminated 
in the International Tiger 
Conservation Forum (the 

International Tiger Fo-
rum) that assembled gov-

ernmental leaders from 
Bangladesh, China, Laos, 

and Russia along with 
the high ranking delega-

tions from the tiger range 
countries. WWF initiated 
the idea to hold this tiger 
summit in Russia. Read 

about it on the Page 5.
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The UN proclaimed the year 2010 the International 
Year of Biodiversity. The attention of the world was at-
tracted to the issues of conserving the fl ora and fauna of 
our planet.  

For us, in Russia, 2010 was in the fi rst place the Year of the Tiger, and it resulted in the 
International Tiger Conservation Forum that hosted the governmental leaders from the 
tiger range countries.  Besides, signifi cant and important measures were taken to conserve 
the Polar bear, the leopard, the snow leopard, the Pacifi c salmons (the Pacifi c trouts), the 
European bison, the argali, and some other species, unique ecosystems, and landscapes of 
Russia. There was taken the crucial decision to ban Korean pine cutting. The Korean pine is 
the Tree of Life for the Far East taiga, without it will be impossible to preserve the habitat of 
the Amur tiger. 
Dozens of hectares were turned into reserves and other protected areas, and there was 
introduced a new perspective system of their development for the next decade. Some of the 
Russian fi shery companies operating in the Barents Sea got the MSC certifi cates that prove 
their compliance with the international environmental standards. And these are only some 
of our notable achievements. Much was done for the conservation of wildlife on Kamchatka 
and in the Caucasus, Chukotka, the Altai-Sayan Mountains and other parts of the Russian 
Federation. 

Dear WWF members and partners! We have gained signifi cant results thanks to your sup-
port and care for the wildlife of Russia! In 2010 WWF published the Living Planet Report 
that contains the indisputable proofs of the ongoing degrading of biological diversity and 
human ecological footprint. But we are still able to change these negative tendencies and 
conserve the wildlife of our planet.
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serving biodiversity 
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Colored are the regions of 

Russia and the countries of 
Central Asia where WWF 

worked in 2010.
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THE YEAR 
OF THE TIGER
The International Forum for Tiger Conservation held in St. 
Petersburg in November was the most remarkable event of the 
year 2010 for WWF and other nature conservation organiza-
tions.  Governmental leaders and delegations of the 13 tiger 
range countries met to adopt the historic Declaration on Tiger 
Conservation and Global Tiger Recovery Programme. Never 
before in the history had the fate of an endangered species 
driven so much attention of the community and government. 
Concurrently with the St. Petersburg Tiger summit Vladivo-
stok welcomed Youth Tiger Ambassadors from the very 13 tiger 
range countries.
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>>> Both the forums were held in 
Russia due to the initiative, sup-
port, and participation of WWF-
Russia. Russian Prime Minister 
Vladimir Putin approved the mea-
sures proposed by WWF to con-
serve the Amur tiger: stable forest 
management, ban on Korean pine 
logging, tougher punishment for 
poaching and illegal trade in wild 

animals and their parts, creation of trans-border 
reserves in Russia and China.

The guests of the Forum were presented with the fi rst samples of production – 
Korean pine nuts gathered in the world’s largest area of intact pine-broadleaf 
forests in the Bikin river basin. The area is being leased by the local community 
of indigenous minorities, the Tiger (Tigr). All the necessary papers have been 
prepared to inscribe the area on the UNESCO World Heritage List. 
On the eve of the Forum the Russian Federation approved the Strategy for 
Tiger Conservation, the most signifi cant state act to guide and coordinate mea-
sures necessary for the Amur tiger well-being. The Strategy was initiated by 
WWF-Russia, and the Fund’s experts took an active part in its development. 
The Tiger Forum and the programme to restore the quantity of tigers are a 
great step forward. And this is only the beginning. Today we need to join the 
efforts of countries and WWF partners all over the globe to turn the impetus 
and promises given in 2010 into real actions which will preserve and increase 
the tiger population. We cannot stop now, tigers have no time left.
Read more at  
www.wwf.ru/about/what_we_do/species/tiger/summit

 

83 TIGERS 
WERE ADOPTED 

BY WWF 
SUPPORTERS

TWO 
TIGER FORUMS 

OCCURRED IN 2010 

Tiger adopters:

“Sorok tigrovyh iskrovtsev» (Moscow)

30 absolyutno otigrelykh Djonsovtsev 
(Moscow)

Abdrazyakov Timur (Kazan’), WWF 
member «Earth Keeper»

Aleshina Olga (Moscow), WWF mem-
ber «Earth Keeper»

Anisimov Igor’ (Moscow), WWF mem-
ber «Earth Keeper»

Arcinovich Denis (Moscow), WWF 
member «Earth Keeper»

Babisheva Irina (Ufa), WWF member

Barsegyan Laura (Moscow), member 
of Golden Panda Club

Bezborodovy Vera and Aleksandr 
(Moscow), WWF members

Bogachyov Vadim (Moscow)

Bondareva Anastasia (Moscow), WWF 
member «Earth Keeper»

Cena Alcua (Moscow) 

Denisova Nadezhda (Moscow), WWF 
member

Didukh Svetlana (Saint-Petersburg)

Doncovy Nikolay, Elena, Mariya, Nika 
and Diana (Moscow), family of mem-

ber of Golden Panda Club 

Egorkina Elena (Moscow), WWF mem-
ber «Earth Keeper»

Emel’yanova Anna (Moscow), WWF 
member «Earth Keeper»

ON THE MAP
OF RUSSIA
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Ministers of 13 tiger range countries gathered at the International Tiger Conservation Forum in St. Petersburg 

AMUR 
REGION

PRIMORSKY 
KRAI
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WWF thanks its partners and supporters that were 
of great help in the Amur tiger conservation.

By the moment this report is released, our partners have adopted 123 tigers, of 
them 20 tigers were adopted by M.Video, 20 by Sedmoy Kontinent (the Sev-
enth Continent) and 20 by NOMOS-BANK. 
The Tiger Comic Strip was the symbol of the partnership between the chain of 
stores Sedmoy Kontinent (The Seventh Continent) and WWF-Russia. It was 
printed on recycled paper bags of the chain. At the request of WWF, at the 
Moscow Fashion Week, Liza Korotysheva and 2 GUN TOWERS developed the 
sketch. Today any customer can help the tiger, as part of the money got from 
selling the eco-friendly paper bags is transferred to WWF.
Read more at www.wwf.ru/species/tiger/tiger/adoption
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Karina Bagdasarova, highly 
acknowledged circus artist, 
tiger trainer, a member of WWF 
“Earth Keeper” for several years

Fans of group «Thirty Seconds 
to Mars» (Volgograd)

Fans of Michael Jackson 
(Russia)

Garutin Mikhail (Moscow)

Gavril’chak Andrey (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Gorlova Evgenia 
(Ekaterinburg)

Gorshkova Natalia 
(Ekaterinburg), WWF member 

«Earth Keeper»

Group «9 of us and a TIGER» 
(Moscow), WWF members 

«Earth Keepers»

Group «Stalker-Aviaski» 
(Moscow)

Group «Strong» (Moscow), 
WWF members «Earth 

Keepers»

Gulaeva Anna (Moscow), WWF 
member «Earth Keeper»

Hewlett Linn (Moscow), WWF 
member «Earth Keeper»

Hines Jonathan and Dyuzheva 
Ol’ga (Moscow), WWF mem-

bers «Earth Keepers»

Ivanova Anna (Moscow), WWF 
member «Earth Keeper»

Kabanov Evgeniy (Moscow), 
member of Golden Panda Club

Kalita Tatiana (Moscow), 
member of Golden Panda Club

Kalugina Tatiana (Kraskovo), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Kanevsky Vladislav (Moscow), 
member of Golden Panda Club

Khramtsova Natalia (Moscow), 
WWF member

Kim Natalia (Lobnya), member 
of Golden Panda Club

Konstantinova Nadezhda 
(Moscow), WWF member

Kopanevy Aleksandra and 
Elena (Moscow), WWF mem-

bers «Earth Keepers»

Kormilitsyny Tatjana and 
Nikolay (Saint-Petersburg), 

WWF member «Earth Keeper» 
and member of Golden Panda 

Club

Korol’kov Andrey (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Korostyshevskaya Marusya 
(Moscow)

To double the number of tigers by the next Year of the Tiger (2022), 
that is the aim that was put by the countries, participants of the International Tiger 
Summit. It was agreed to fi nance the project partly through the countries’ budgets. 
Some $ 350 million dollars were promised to be raised by major international and 
governmental organizations, WWF among them. The Fund is to provide at least $ 50 
million dollars for the tiger conservation worldwide. Leonardo DiCaprio announced 
$ 1 million dollar to donation to WWF. Russian business and individuals also joined 
WWF in the work on the tiger conservation. In 2010 the Fund started the «Adopt a 
tiger» campaign. A person willing to adopt any of the 500 tigers will donate the sum 
of 25,000 RUR for the Amur tiger protection in the Russian Far East. Many Russian 
companies and ordinary «adoptive» families got their own papier mache tiger cubs.

The fi nancing provided by M.Video helped the National Park «Call of 
the Tiger» (Zov Tigra) to improve the work of anti-poaching brigades, repair the 
park road and introduce fi re preventive measures. The company issued a special gift 
card, and 10% of each card balance were transferred for the tiger conservation. Over 
35,000 cards were sold in 2010.
 On the eve of the Tiger Summit the M.Video company conducted ‘The Day of the 
Tiger at M.Video’, and some part of the money received for each product worth 
5,000 RUR and more was transferred to WWF. That day any visitor to an M.Video 
store could become a tiger: his face got the pattern of the striped predator and was 
projected on the laptop screens. 

WERE ADOPTED
BY WWF

SUPPORTERS
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Anatoly Belov, senior state inspector of the 
Kedrovaya Pad’ reserve and the Leopardovy 
sanctuary, was awarded the Gold Medal 
of Duke of Edinburgh for highly meritorious 
contribution to the conservation of wildlife. Having 
graduated in biology and game keeping, Anatoly 
has been guarding the Amur tiger and the Far-East-
ern leopard in the South-East of Primorye since 
1988. In 2002 Anatoly Belov and WWF coordinator 

Pavel Fomenko created an interdepartmental task force that was headed by 
Anatoly. Each anti-poaching raid is very dangerous, but Anatoly is ready to risk 
because he thinks it his duty and his live.
Read more at www.wwf.ru/news/article/7444 

In 2010 the area of the protected areas in the Amur 
region increased by 486 123 ha. Today reserves, 
sanctuaries and nature monuments comprise 11.5 % 
of the region’s territory.

WWF contributed to the establishment of three regional sanctuaries; the area 
of the existing sanctuary was increased, within the other three sanctuaries con-
servation zones were created. Owing to the support of the Amur region gover-
nor Oleg Kozhemyako all the commitments undertaken by the region in 2001 
at the WWF campaign ‘Gifts to the Earth’ were fulfi lled. 
The Scheme for development of specially protected nature areas worked out in 
the early 1990s by WWF experts, the Far East scientists and offi cials from the 
State Committee for Ecology was implemented. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/7702

WWF helped to calculate tigers and leopards
Camera-traps purchased with the fi nancial support of the WWF members help 
in successful monitoring of the number of the Amur tiger and the Far-Eastern 
leopard.
Read more at www.wwf.ru/news/article/7378
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EXPERT IN NATURE 
CONSERVATION 

FROM PRIMORYE 
WAS AWARDED 

THE MOST 
PRESTIGIOUS 
WWF MEDAL

Kruglikov Igor’ (Komsomol’sk-
Na-Amure), WWF member

Krylova Tatjana (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Kudryavtseva Tanya and Rita 
(Moscow), members of Golden 

Panda Club

Kychakova Antonina 
(Novosibirsk), WWF member 

«Earth Keeper»

Labuzov Aleksandr (Oryol), WWF 
member «Earth Keeper»

Lana (Moscow), WWF member 
«Earth Keeper»

Likina Agata (Moscow), 
WWF member

Lukina Aleksandra (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Luzin Aleksandr (Moscow) 

Masha, Seryozha, Anya (Moscow)

Maslova Elena (Vladivostok), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Masterova Ksenia (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Mazurov Aleksandr (Moscow), 
WWF member

Mazurova Yana (Moscow), WWF 
member and Seiko Oksana

Muradova Nastya (Moscow) 

Nesudimova Svetlana 
(Moscow), WWF member and 

Tarasenko Maksim 

Ol’khovatye family (Smolensk), 
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SUPPORTERS
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Over 130,000 citizens of the Far East southern part 
participated in the WWF marathon «By the Path of 
the Tiger». 

The Amur Tiger in the Third Millennium 
The documentary ‘The Amur Tiger in the Third Millennium’ withdrawn by the 
environmental studio ‘Call of Taiga’ under the WWF commission was awarded 
silver at the Second International Film Festival ‘Golden Knight’. A WWF sup-
porter fi nanced the documentary replication. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/6022
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The educational marathon was held throughout all the protected areas in 
the southern part of the Far East: those were 15 reserves and 3 national parks. 
It ended in September 2010 on the Day of the Tiger in Vladivostok. 15 non-govern-
mental organizations and 4 students’ brigades for nature conservation participated 
in the marathon. Such a large-scale event helps in forming positive attitude of the 
local population, especially children, in the Amur tiger conservation. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/news/article/7256

WWF members «Earth 
Keepers»

Panyukovy family (Syktyvkar), 
WWF members

Ponomarenko family (Mos-
cow), WWF members «Earth 

Keepers»

Pulyaevsky Mikhail (Nakhod-
ka), WWF member «Earth 

Keeper»

Radugin Pavel (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Ramkhina Olesya (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Ryazanov Andrey (Pushkino), 
member of Golden Panda Club

S’yanova Natalia (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Shalaev Anton (Moscow), WWF 
member «Earth Keeper»

Shelest Ol’ga (Moscow)

Shper Aleksandr (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Shpurov Il’ya (Moscow)

Skvorkin Aleksey (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Taranovy Dima and Yulia 
(Moscow), WWF members 

«Earth Keepers»

Tarasovy Oksana and Katya 
(Switzerland), WWF members

Tarazanov Aleksey (Samara), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Temirgalieva Elena (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Torchilina Tatjana (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Tynkovan Aleksandr and 
Svetlana (Moscow), members 

of Golden Panda Club

Zhizhin Vyacheslav (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Zlatkin Roman (Moscow), 
WWF member «Earth Keeper»

Zyabrina Diana (Krasnogo-
rsk), WWF member 

«Earth Keeper»

83 TIGERS
WERE ADOPTED

BY WWF
SUPPORTERS
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THE STORY 
OF THE FOREST
Many people living in Central Russia and the Volga Region will 
remember the summer of 2010 for its raging wildfi res; more 
than 60 people were killed and thousands were left without 
a roof over their heads. WWF believes that not only heat and 
drought caused the wildfi res, but also poor forest management.
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Fighting wildfi res had been among the key priorities for the state forest guards 
in the 1990s, before the state fi nancing was dramatically cut. Each forest guard 
watched his area, conducted fi re preventing activities, and was provided with 
fi refi ghting equipment. In 2007 the state forest guard force was abolished, the 
responsibility and expensive fi refi ghting measures were placed with forest pri-
vate companies and regional authorities. They failed the tasks in the dramatic 
events of 2010.

As early as March 2010, the coalition of nongovernmental organizations ad-
dressed the authorities with a widened range of amendments to be urgently in-
troduced to the forest and related legislations. The amendments were ignored. 
In the autumn, right after the wildfi res, WWF-Russia appealed the State Duma, 
the Presidential Administration of Russia and the Federal Forestry Agency of 
Russia with a new package of proposals. And so, in December 2010 the Forest 
Code was amended; it contains some of the amendments prompted by environ-
mental NGOs. For the fi rst time since the start of the forest reform the voice of 
the community was heard and considered to some extend. 

However, the current Russian Forest Code is far from perfect. It carries no defi -
nition of the term ‘forest’, and so the application object is not defi ned; the Code 
lacks the term ‘illegal logging’. It causes serious problems defi ning responsi-
bilities for fi re prevention and fi re fi ghting between various departments; it 
opens more gaps for logging on the forests that are used to protect people and 
landscapes from the negative nature and anthropogenic effects, to keep rivers 
from shoaling, thus adding to the conservation of biodiversity. Civil society and 
communities is still not enabled to participate in the forest management. The 
state forest guard has not been reestablished, on which WWF-Russia insists. 
WWF-Russia takes an active part in the Forest Code improvement. It is im-
portant to develop a stable and effi cient system of forest management in the 
interests of the Russian society.

Thank you, Earth Keepers! Moscow and the Moscow region: Abramov Mikhail • Abramova Irina • Abramova Vera • Abrosimova Elena • Adzerikho Nikita
Agamirov Arkadiy • Agamirova Ol’ga • Agatin Pavel • Akhmetzhanov Maksim • Akhundzhanova Natalia • Akimov Igor’ • Akimov Ruslan • Aksenova Natalia • Aksenova Ol’ga 
Akulova Anastasia • Alekhina Ekaterina • Aleksandrov Vladimir • Aleksandrova Margarita • Alekseev Sergey • Alekseeva Evgenia • Aleksejceva Anna • Alekseyuk Natalia
Aleshina Larisa • Aleshina Natalia • Aleshina Ol’ga • Ametistova L’judmila • Andreeva Alla • Andrianov Dmitriy • Andrianova Elena • Andrjushchak Elena • Anikeeva Yulia

>>> In December 2010 a new 
amendments to the Forest Code 
were approved, now it contains 
some of the amendments pro-
posed by WWF and other conser-
vation organizations. However, 
the Russian forestry legislation 
needs more changes.

THE 
FOREST 

CODE

2.1 
MIO HECTARES 

WERE BURNT 
IN 2010 IN RUSSIA, 

REPORTS THE 
OFFICIAL STATISTICS. 

ACCORDING 
TO INDEPENDENT 

SURVEYS THIS FIGURE 
IS LESS THAN 5 MIO 

HECTARES

THE 2010 
SUMMER WILL 

LONG BE REMEM-
BERED FOR ITS 

RAGING WILDFIRES
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WWF is an active opponent to 
the socially and environmentally 
dangerous construction project of 
Moscow-St. Petersburg motorway 
through Khimki-Forest.  

In 2010 the issue of the Moscow-St. Petersburg 
motorway construction became one of the most 
burning. After President Dmitry Medvedev or-
dered to stop up the construction, WWF-Russia 
joined the coalition ‘For the Forests of the Moscow 
Region’ and participated in the independent public 
expert inspection. The results of the survey showed 
that there could be suggested at least 10 projects 
to overcome the transport collapse in the town of 
Khimki. The eco-experts believe that the project 
chosen by the Government of Russia is the least 

profi table in terms of fi nancial investments. The motorway cutting through the 
forest may cause serious environmental and social losses. However, disre-
garding public protests and the experts’ opinion, the governmental commis-
sion appointed to resolve this diffi cult situation has chosen the worst project, 
the unhappy «present» for the International Year of the Forest. The ‘Forest’ 
coalition is planning to fi ght for a more conserving project in the international 
authorities.
Read more at www.wwf.ru/news/article/7774

In 2010 the area of the Russian FSC-certifi ed forests increased by 10% and ex-
ceeded 24,3 ml. ha, the area comprises 18 % of the world FSC-certifi ed forests. 
Russia is rated second in the world after Canada.  
In 2010 domestic market for FSC-certifi ed production emerged in Russia. 
WWF-Russia has started an information campaign to facilitate further devel-
opment of forest certifi cation. Almost half of the multi-purpose offi ce paper 
sold in Russia is certifi ed.  Yet, there are no FSC-certifi ed newspapers in the 
Russian Federation. To be granted the label it is necessary to certify printed 
houses and trade companies.  In 2010, a Moscow publishing house and a Mos-
cow wholesaler company were the fi rst to get one. Today, Russian stores can 
boast parquetry, window frames, doors, garden and offi ce furniture and entire 
wooden houses with FSC-labels. However, Russian consumers have not made 
their choice for labeled production so far, and WWF is actively promoting cer-
tifi ed products addressing buyers, manufactures and chain stores management 
with the appeal, ‘By buying products with an FSC-label, you save forests and 
promote responsible forest management’.
Read more at www.wwf.ru/about/what_we_do/forests/certify

24.3 
MIO HECTARES

OF RUSSIAN FORESTS 
ARE GRANTED WITH 

FSC CERTIFICATES

Anisimov Igor’ • Annenkov Vladimir • Anokhina Daria • Anuprienko Valeriy • Aparkhov Vadim • Apraksina Irina • Aref’ev Anton • Artamonova Tat’jana • Artemov Valeriy
Artjukh Roman • Asadov Rufat • Ashikhmina Natalia • Asyanin Aleksey • Atarshchikova Marina • Avrakhov Evgeniy • Azarova Galina • Aznavurjan Alla • Babicheva Elena
Babkin Yaroslav • Babkina Maria • Badenkova Nadezhda • Bagdasarova Karina • Bagrov Vladimir • Balabina Svetlana • Balaeva Maria • Bantikova Anna • Barannikova 
Margarita • Baranov Viktor • Barinov Dmitriy • Barsola Ivan • Bashlykova Tat’jana • Basistov Aleksey • Batjukhnov Aleksandr • Baybus Maria • Bedin Mikhail • Bedina Tat’jana
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After devastating wildfi res in Central Russia Prime 
Minister Vladimir Putin spoke of the necessity of 
regular ratings to estimate the effi ciency of the re-
gional forest policy.

WWF-Russia in cooperation with nongovernmental organizations, forest au-
thorities, scientists  and businessmen has developed the fi rst system of inde-
pendent forest management assessment. Supported by the Federal Forestry 
Agency, the Fund together with the National Rating Agency (NRA) held the 
rating of forest management in 77 regions of the Russian Federation.  Many of 
the criteria of the WWF rating were added to the methodology of the Federal 
Forestry Agency developed later on. The methodology will be used to assess 
the performance of regional forestry authorities in the years to come. WWF 
expects the assessment will help the governors, the president and the govern-
ment defi ne the weaknesses of the forest management. Forest industry compa-
nies will apply the methodology to defi ne investment attractiveness.
Read more at 
www.wwf.ru/about/what_we_do/forests/forestrating

With the support of WWF-Russia the fi rst meeting 
of Russian and Chinese customs offi cers was held. 
The issue discussed was tackling illegal timber ex-
port. 

Cooperation with the Russian Customs is one of the WWF priorities.  In 2010 
WWF and TRAFFIC (The Wildlife Trade Monitoring Network) organized a 
meeting for the representatives of the Russian Customs and the General Ad-
ministration of China Customs. The issues under discussion were the improve-
ment of measures to fi ght illegal timber export from Russia to China. More-
over, WWF has published unique reference-books for customs offi cers. They 
will help to identify timber species and will teach to measure timber volumes. 
The books have already become a part of the curriculum at the Russian Cus-
toms Academy. 
Read more at
www.wwf.ru/about/what_we_do/forests/curbing-illegal-logging

77 
FEDERAL 

SUBJECTS, 
REGIONS OF THE 

RUSSIAN FEDERATION, 
HELD THE FOREST 

MANAGEMENT 
RATING

ILLEGAL LOGGING AND 
ILLEGAL TIMBER 
TRADE WILL BE 

EFFICIENTLY FOUGHT 
AGAINST ONLY IF THE 

RUSSIAN AUTHORITIES, 
THE FEDERAL 

FORESTRY AGENCY, 
THE CUSTOMS, 

THE PUBLIC 
AND THE RUSSIAN 

BUSINESS COMMUNITY 
JOIN THEIR EFFORTS

Bel’makova Elena • Belaya Nadezhda • Beloborodov Pavel • Belostotskiy Sergey • Belousov Dmitriy • Belousova Ekaterina • Belov Anton • Belova Anastasia • Belova Natalia
Belozerova Natalija • Belyaev Aleksandr • Belyaev Evgeniy • Belyaeva Daria S. • Belyaeva Daria V. • Belyakin Daniil • Belyakova Elena • Belyavskaya Elena • Beresnev Aleksandr 
Berezhnov Dmitriy • Berezka Mikhail • Bezgina Maria • Bezrukova Ekaterina • Bil’zho Andrey • Birulin Vasiliy • Biryukov Aleksandr • Blinova Yulia • Bliznyuk Andrey • Bobrova 
Anastasia • Bocharov Miksim • Bogataya Irina • Bogdanov Nikolay • Bogdanova Galina • Boguckaya Evgenia • Bondareva Anastasia • Borcov Aleksey • Borisova Aleksandra
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The 2008 hurricane 
rooted out 5,000ha of 
forest, in 2010 some 
10,000ha were burnt. 
The area needs to be 
revived. In the next 
two years WWF-Russia 
and the Yves Roche 
company are planting 
about 3 ml seedlings in 
the region. The measure 
will help to restore the 
forest on the area of 
850ha. 
The fi rst portion of 
trees were planted in 

the spring of 2010 near Krasnoborsk. Thousands of hectares of pine forest 
were damaged by the hurricane in this district. Pine forest is the habitat for for-
est reindeer, its quantity is constantly diminishing.  The area is also famous for 
rich harvests of porcini (cep) mushrooms. The young foresters will take care of 
the planted seedlings. 
The aim of the project is not only to replant forest after a calamity, but also to 
drive the attention of the public and the government to responsible manage-
ment in the already exploited forests; it is necessary to conserve intact forests 
massifs which are so few in the planet.

With WWF support school forestries were estab-
lished in the Archangelsk region.

Only 7 of 77 school forestries were preserved after the Forest Reform. Young 
foresters can be of great help for forest specialists. The 2010 wildfi res once 
again proved the importance of environmental education, especially in the 
Archangelsk region, where 70% of the territory are covered with forests. WWF 
invited local authorities, foresters, and businessmen to participate in the proj-
ect, and the results of the fi rst fi eld practice were amazing. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/7466

3 MIO OF PINE 
SEEDLINGS WILL BE 
PLANTED BY WWF-

RUSSIA AND THE YVES 
ROCHE COMPANY IN 

THE NEXT TWO YEARS 
IN THE SOUTH OF THE 

ARCHANGELSK REGION. 
IT WILL BE DONE TO 
BREATHE LIFE INTO 

ALMOST 850 HECTARES 
OF FOREST

Jacques Rocher, President of the Yves Rocher Foundation, 
and WWF-Russia offi cers are visiting the newly planted forest

ON THE MAP
OF RUSSIA

>>>

Borisova Tat’jana • Borovik Maria • Borshchevskiy Dmitriy • Bozhiday Ekaterina • Bronnikov Egor • Bryukhov Vasiliy • Budanov Evgeniy • Bukvareva Elena • Bulakhtina
 Svetlana • Bulgakov Nikolay • Bulycheva Daria • Bulygin Artem • Buniatyan Tigran • Buravleva Elena • Burbo Georgiy • Burmistrova Maria • Butenko Ekaterina • Buzyatov Oleg
Bychkov Aleksandr • Byuttner Ol’ga • Carev Il’ja • Chaika Igor’ • Chanyshev Arseniy • Chaplygina Ol’ga • Charkina Elena • Chaus Svetlana • Chebotarev Vyacheslav • Cherkasov 
Mikhail • Chernenko Elena • Chernenko Irina • Chernov Igor’ • Chernyak Leonid • Chernyshenko Oksana • Chernyshov Vadim • Chestin Igor’ • Chibashova Nataliya
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WWF in cooperation with professors of the leading Russian universities 
has developed the «Principles of Sustainble Forest Management» syl-
labus. The discipline is introduced to teach students the basics of responsible forest 
management, to inform on the best sustainable forest management practices in 
Russia and abroad, to demonstrate experience of best-managed Russian forests and 
cutting-edge companies. The rectors of four Russian universities took the decision to 
add the new discipline to the curriculum. 
Read more at: 
www.wwf.ru/about/what_we_do/forests/education
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WWF PARTNERS 
AND SUPPORTERS 
HELPED IN PREVENTING AUTUMN 
WILDFIRES IN THE SOUTH-WESTERN 
PART OF PRIMORYE, THE HABITAT 
OF THE TIGER AND THE LEOPARD
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WWF has established and supports ten fi re fi ghting groups that unite game 
keepers, farmers, the military, frontier guards and common people. With the 
assistance of the WWF partners and supporters the brigades were equipped 
with some 50 items of fi re fi ghting gear, mostly blowers, brush cutters and 
knapsack sprayers. In high fi re hazard season WWF provides fuel for the 
equipment and vehicles to transport fi re brigades. 

The WWF company partners and supporters made donations to purchase the 
necessary fi re fi ghting equipment.  In September 50 items of fi re fi ghting gear 
were delivered to the fi re hazard zone: blowers, model 356BTX HUSQVARNA, 
were put at the disposal of the «Bamburovsky»   Marine Corps Base, volunteer 
fi re brigades in the settlements of Bezverkhovo, Zanadvorovka, Barabash and 
the Leopardovy sanctuary. The new blowers were used to fi ght autumn wild-
fi res in the reserve Kedrovaya pad’. The territory rescued from the fi re makes 
up 238 ha.  
The M.Video company donated a fi re vehicle to WWF. The vehicle was of great 
help: while patrolling the Leopardovy sanctuary some open fi res and aban-
doned bonfi res were put down. With the donation of BAT-Russia WWF pur-
chased an ATV, model Polaris Sportsman 800 6x6. The vehicle shows a very 
high off-road performance and can deliver fi refi ghting equipment to any hard-
to-reach place. WWF also thanks the ERM company, media group «Zhivi» and 
Otkritie bank.
Read more at www.wwf.ru/about/what_we_do/forests/russia_fi res

In September 2010 a new project was launched on the internet – it is 
the web-site on the fi re hazard  – «All about wildfi res in the south-east 
of Primorye» http://hasanfi re.trasparentworld.ru.  The site provides factu-
al information on the wildfi res, allows observing the fi re maps received from satel-
lites. However, due to haze or clouding it is sometimes impossible to use satellites, 
so WWF decided to fi x up special camcorders on the cellular towers of Russian 
mobile operators. After negotiations with MTS, a Russian mobile operator, and 
purchasing, with the donated means of the supporters, the necessary equipment, in 
November 2010 WWF installed the fi rst camcorder on an MTS cellular tower.

FIGHTING 
FOREST 

WILDFIRES

>>>  The south-western part of Pri-
morye is the area with the highest 
fi re hazard in Russia; from 90,000 to 
224,000 ha (12 to 33% of the terri-
tory) are burnt here annually. So, the 
aim of WWF is to develop an effi cient 
system of fi re preventing and fi re 
fi ghting measures to be followed in 
pine-broadleaf forests. 

WWF-RUSSIA 
SUPPORTERS 

DONATED ABOUT 

1.5 MIO RUR 
TO FIGHT WILDFIRES 

IN THE FAR EAST IN THE 
AUTUMN OF 2010

To fi ght wildfi res WWF 
supporters made donations 

to purchase:

a camcorder Axis Q 6032-E ¼ 
to equip an observation tower

a Toyota Dyna to deliver volunteer 
brigades to wildfi res sites

engine-driven pumps Robin-
Subaru and Koshin SERH-50B

fi re hoses and other pump gear

15 blowers, model 356BTX 
HUSQVARNA

2 fi re barrels RSP-50

8 blowers, model H356BTX

portable radio transmitters 
for fi re brigades

Thank you, Earth Keepers! Chistyakova Vera • Chubiy Vitaliy • Chumachenko Maria • Chumanova Evgenia • Cirenina Maria • Cvetkov Mikhail • Cyganova Nataliya
Danilova Tatjana • Danilychev Sergey • Dem’yanenko Maria • Dem’yanov Pavel • Demidenko Ol’ga • Demidov Aleksey • Demidova Olga • Demidova-Kiraz Tat’jana • Denisov 
Stanislav • Denisova Maria • Derkacheva Aleksandra • Dianov Vitaliy • Didenko Feliks • Dmitrieva Irina • Dokuchaeva Nataliya • Dolgiy Mikhail • Dolmatov Daniil • Dolmatov 
Denis • Dolmatova Ol’ga • Dorokhov Andrey • Doronchenkov Konstantin • Dorozhkin Aleksey • Drobchik Sergey • Drozdov Nikolay • Druzhinin Aleksey • Dudchenko Anna

ON THE MAP
OF RUSSIA

>>> PRIMORSKY 
KRAI
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One the most remarkable victories 
of 2010 in nature conservation 
was the introduction of the ban on 
the Korean pine timber logging. 
The Korean pine is the Tree of 
Life in the taiga. 

In the Year of the Tiger it was the best gift to 
the Amur tiger from the Russian government 
and the Federal Forestry Agency of Russia.

The Far East pine-broadleaf forests enter the 200 global ecoregions that play 
the essential role in the conservation of the planet’s biodiversity. For animals 
and humans the Korean pine is the bread and the cure. The Korean pine forest 
is the home for the sable, the musk-deer and the Manchurian deer, the wild 
boar, the wolverine. And, of course, the pine forest is the habitat of the tiger.
Half of the Korean pine forests has disappeared over the past 50 years. Today 
the forest is in the worst condition ever observed, so the best solution of the 
problem is to introduce the ban on Korean pine timber logging. And it was 
done on the eve of the Tiger Summit. The Russian government adopted the 
new ‘List of species of trees and shrubs prohibited for timber logging’, the Ko-
rean pine among them. 

WWF-Russian has long strived for this decision, as long as 2007. That year 
the pine forests of the Far East were affected the most, as after the new Forest 
Code adoption the ban on Korean pine timber logging was cancelled. 
The campaign ‘The Korean pine is the Tree of Life’ received a strong support 
of the community; 25,000 people living in the Far East addressed the Russia 
president with the demand to protect the pine. In 2010 WWF-supporters sub-
mitted a 17,000-signature petition to the governor of Primorye.

Thank you for all of your support!

IN 2010 
WWF-SUPPORTERS 

SUBMITTED 
A 17,000-SIGNATURE 

PETITION TO 
THE GOVERNOR OF 

PRIMORYE

Citibank-Russia also joined the campaign. In 2010 the number of its clients 
exceeded one million people, and to celebrate the event the bank donated to the pur-
chase of one million seedlings of the Korean pine and the Manchurian (Needle) fi r. 
In spring 2011 WWF volunteers will plant the trees and start taking care of them. 

Dunaev Aleksandr • Dutov Sergey • Dutova Katerina • Dvornikov Konstantin • Dvornikova Tatjana • Dymov  Aleksandr • Dyuzheva Anna • Dyuzheva Ol’ga • Dzhanashvili 
Angelina • Edel’man Leonid • Efi mov Artem • Egorkina Elena • Egorov Evgeniy • Elagina Elena • Elias Viktoria • Eliseev Evgeniy • Elsukova Yulia • Emdina Ekaterina • Emeljanova 
Anna • Emm Yulia • Eremin Aleksey • Ermachenkov Igor’ • Ermilova Valeria • Erokhina Ol’ga • Evina Anna • Evsey Aleksandr • Ezhova Elena • Farafonova Elena • Federov Yuriy 
• Fedorovskaya Ljudmila • Fedotova Elena • Fedotova Svetlana • Fedyukova Anastasia • Fenchuk Mikhail • Feofanova Nataliya • Feoktistova Tatjana • Filatov Aleksandr
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EVERY HOUR 
CAN BE 
EARTH HOUR
On March 27, 2010 the lights went off for the fourth time. Earth 
Hour 2010 broke the records of participation; millions of people 
worldwide joined WWF in the global action and turned off lights 
to show their concern with the future of the planet. 
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>>>  The Earth Hour movement 
of WWF calls the mankind to re-
duce its impact on the climate; the 
initiative calls each one of us to 
change our habits and use water 
and electricity sparingly, to turn to 
recycling of paper and other mate-

rials, to lessen the ecological footprint on the Earth.

Many cities of Russia joined the initiative and even went further, organizing 
special events and taking commissions to improve the environmental situation. 
In the main square of Murmansk a telescope was fi tted, and everyone could 
enjoy the starry sky. In Krasnoyarsk the lights went off on the city symbol, the 
Chapel of St. Paraskeva. Youth organizations of Primorye held the competition 
of chandeliers and spent the evening in a candle-lit city café. The administra-
tion of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky started the city competition and established 
the sign ‘Earth House’. It will be awarded to the residents of houses that will 
implement the maximum amount of eco-technologies. 

In Moscow the light was turned off on 70 buildings – Moscow First Vice-Mayor 
Pyotr Biryukov and WWF–Russia CEO Igor Chestin fl ipped the symbolic 
switch. In Vorobyovy Gory 500 Muscovites danced to the infl ammatory drum 
music.
WWF thanks everyone who joined this global action and supported it in 2010! 
Let us remember that each hour should be Earth Hour.
Read more at www.wwf.ru/60

EARTH 
HOUR

THE FOURTH 
EARTH HOUR WAS 

THE RECORD IN 
PARTICIPATION ACTION 

IN THE HISTORY 
OF MANKIND

Thank you, Earth Keepers! Filatova Maria • Filatova Yulia • Filatova-Gomoki Viktoria • Filippova Margarita • Filippova Natalia • Firsov Sergey • Firsova Inna • Fisun 
Aleksey • Fokina Yulia • Fonton Aleksandra • Frejdina Marina • Friling Maksim • Frolova Mona • Fursova Anastasia • Gaeva Yulia • Gafi n Aleksandr • Gal’pirin Yakov • Galicin 
Viktor • Gamper Yulia • Garkusha Ol’ga • Gavril’chak Andrey • Gazizova Anna • Gerasimov Sergey • Gerasimov Vladimir • Gershanovich Vladislav • Gimmer Aleksandr • Godgel’f 
Anna • Golcov Dmitriy • Golovanov Dmitriy • Golovanova Maria • Golovicher Ol’ga • Golubeva Ol’ga • Golyshev Maksim • Gonobobleva Nataliya • Gorbenko Maria
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WWF-Russia took an active part in the UN Climate 
Change Conference, held in December 2010 in Can-
cun, Mexico. 

Unlike the 2009 Copenhagen conference the Cancun conference was very fruit-
ful. Even though no global agreement on reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions was reached, the decisions taken are very signifi cant, especially 
those dealing with fi nancing climate measures, sharing green technologies, 
and tropical forests issues. WWF-Russia developed profound analytical reports 
for the talks on Russia and the CIS countries. WWF secured its initiatives with 
mass media coverage, conducted talks with the conference participants, and 
analyzed the negotiation process to separate global ecological targets from the 
minute interests of business and politicians. WWF cut off skeptics and inspired 
others to achieving great results. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/7612

WWF-Russia’s educational activity explains the es-
sence of the global climate change, its dangers and 
shows how a country, a company or a person can 
help to lessen the damage brought to our planet. 

Half of the Russian citizens are aware that today’s climate changes are danger-
ous, and it is the man who should be blamed. The summer heat in Russia was 
the cold shower for the many.   
In 2010 WWF-Russia published two books: «Climate changes: A Hundred of 
Questions and Answers» and «Climate Change. Reference Book for Senior 
School Teachers”.  The books contain facts about climate change; depict causes 
and consequences of climate change. They describe the measures to be taken to 
reduce human impact on the climate and tell how to follow the Climate Doc-
trine of the Russian Federation. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/about/what_we_do/climate

IN 2010 
THE UN TALKS ON 
CLIMATE CHANGE 

WERE RENEWED AND 
THE FIRST PRACTICAL 

SOLUTIONS WERE 
FOUND   

Gorbunenko Petr • Gorbunova Larisa • Gordeeva Irina • Gordienko Maria • Gornostaev Nikolay • Goroshkina Oksana • Gorozhankin Vyacheslav • Gorsheneva Elena • Goryunova 
Irina • Grakhovskaya Ekaterina • Grebesheva Natalia • Gribov Konstantin • Gricina Aleksey • Grigir’jev Leonid • Grushovskiy Yuriy • Guglja Il’ja • Gulaeva Anna • Gusakov
Nikita • Gusev Danil • Guseva Yulia • Ignatiev Vladimir • Ignatjeva Maria • Il’in Konstantin • Il’ina Inga • Ipatova Dana • Isaev Evgeniy • Ivanov Maksim • Ivanov Pavel
Ivanova Anna • Ivanova L. • Ivanova Lyudmila • Izmaylova Ekaterina • Kabanova Elena • Kachan Nina • Kalenkovich Aleksey • Kalinina Lana • Kalugina Natalia
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What will the global energy indus-
try be in 2050? Find the answer 
in the new international WWF 
report. 

The report runs that by the middle of the 21st century the mankind will almost 
be ready to shift to environmentally-friendly renewable energy sources: solar 
energy, wind and water power, biomass energy, geothermal energy, and fi x the 
problem of GHG emissions. To achieve the goal the mankind needs to change 
drastically its lifestyle and improve energy effi ciency. If the planet’s population 
has stabilized by 2050, energy consumption can decrease by 15 percent com-
pared to 2000. 
And what can be done in Russia? Can we turn to low-carbon economy, mini-
mizing GHG emissions? Will we live in the brave new world depicted in the 
WWF global report? WWF-Russia is searching for the answers through coop-
erating with the leading Russian economists, and the fi rst results are expected 
by mid-2011. In 2010 WWF-Russia introduced the draft of a «Road Map» till 
2050, and its parameters are input into model calculations. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/7782

In October 2010 California gover-
nor Arnold Schwarzenegger took 
part the conference organized by 
WWF-Russia for the students of 
the Higher School of Economics, 
one of the leading Russian uni-
versities. Among the issues of the 
conference was energy effi ciency, 
the Moscow transport system 
problems, healthy lifestyle. 
At the meeting with students Arnold Schwarzeneg-

ger spoke of his experience in governing the most environmentally conscious 
state of the USA. “After I was elected Governor, my priorities were economic 
growth and environmental protection. Some could hardly understand how 
I combined the two. The state of California has proved that these goals are 
achievable. We have equipped motorways with hydrogen stations, promoted 
renewable energy sources; we have approved the law that will reduce the 
carbon gases emission by 20 percent by 2020.  We want to become the world 
leader and inspire others. When my governor’s term expires I will continue my 
work in the fi eld of carbon gases reduction. I take serious interest in biofuel 
and renewable energy”, said the governor. WWF hopes that the students, 
inspired by the emotional speech of governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, will de-
velop projects that will lead both to the economic growth and the improvement 
of environmental situation in Russia. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/news/article /7364

CALIFORNIA 
GOVERNOR 

ARNOLD 
SCHWARZENEGGER 
TOOK PART IN THE 

WWF CLIMATE 
CONFERENCE

Kalugina Tatjana • Kamardina Anna • Kamenev Aleksandr • Kamynin Mikhail • Kapacinskaya Natalia • Kapacinskiy Mikhail • Kapranov Aleksey • Karaev Nemat • Karakucev 
Sergey • Karasev Boris • Karavaev Aleksandr • Karchemkin Aleksey • Kareva Ksenia • Kargin Mikhail • Karkacheva Natalia • Katalevskaya Marina • Kazachenkov Andrey
Kazachenkova Maria • Kazachenkova Ul’jana • Kazakova Aleksandra • Kazancev Dmitriy • Kercenbaum Kirill • Kezhkovski Tomas • Kezhkovski Yan • Khains Dzhonatan
Khalikov Ravshan • Khalkina Elena • Khamidulina Irina • Khanaeva Anzhelika • Khanyutina Elena • Khatuncev Mikhail • Khazanov Yuriy • Khjulett Linn • Khotina Maria
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WWF-
RUSSIA 

HAS DEVELOPED AN 
ENERGY-EFFICIENCY 

ROAD MAP, 
THE SCENARIO 

TO REDUCE GHG 
EMISSIONS BY 2050
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On September 22, 2010 Moscow, St. Petersburg, 
Stavropol’, Chita, Novosibirsk, Kemerovo and other 
cities of the Russian Federations hosted the annual 
WWF action ‘Car-Free Day’.

On this day WWF traditionally drives the attention of the city authorities to the 
transport problems.  Vast traffi c jams block motorways and seriously pollute the 
environment. Organizing bike rides and other actions, WWF appeals to the pub-
lic and authorities to change their everyday routine. One should not wait for the 
special public transport lines to be added; to become environmentally conscious 
you can turn your car into a community car and give lifts to your neighbors and 
friends, you can keep from travelling to the city centre if there is no need to, you 
can use more economic and ecologically friendly kinds of transport. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/nocarday/ecodriving

THE ATMOSPHERE 
WILL BE 1000 TIMES 

LESS POLLUTED, IF WE 
SAY NO TO PRIVATE 

CARS JUST FOR A DAY

Khozyainova Irina • Khromchenko Georgiy • Khromova Elena • Khryukin Nikita • Khubutija Mikhail • Kim Elena • Kir’yashkin Yuriy • Kirichenko Valeriy • Kirienko Maria
Kiryutkina Elena • Kitashova Aleksandra • Klimov German • Kobzar’ Denis • Kochkarova Rimma • Kochurov Kirill • Kolechkina Natalia • Kolesnik Fedosiy • Kolesnikova Maria
Kolomenskaya Elena • Kolomiec Mikhail • Kolosov Denis • Kolosova Roksana • Kolosva Tatjana • Komarov Valeriy • Komolov Anton • Kondakova Anna • Kondratenko Galina
Kondratjev Aleksey • Konorova Aleksandra • Konyukhov Aleksey • Kopanyova Elena • Kopylova Natalia • Korkoshko Alina • Korol’kov Andrey • Korolev Artem • Korolev Mikhail 
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THE «GREEN» SEA
After a number of WWF appeals to the government, the Rus-
sian Federation has made an important step in the interna-
tional fi ght with poaching and illegal fi sh sales; Russia signed 
the Agreement on Port State Measures to Prevent, Deter and 
Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing. 
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>>> WWF-Russia re-
peatedly proposed 
measures on elimi-
nating poaching and 
insisted on the fi ght 
against large-scale 
plundering of marine 
resources. 

Poaching damages costly kinds of marketable fi sh and seafood. The turnover of 
the illegal fi sh sales is estimated as billions of US dollars. No country working 
alone can solve this problem. At last Russia has offi cially joined the interna-
tional fi ght. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/6588

WWF–Russia proposals were added to the fi rst Rus-
sian national action plan to fi ght illegal fi shing.

This is important in terms of marine biological resources conservation plan 
was developed for Russia on the basis of international experience. WWF pre-
pared a number of proposals to be added to the plan draft. The package was 
directed to the Russian Federal Fishing Agency and the All-Russian Associa-
tion of Fish Companies, Businessmen and Experts (VARPE). 

DUE TO ILLEGAL 
FISHING RUSSIA’S 

BUDGET LOSSES 
MAKE UP ABOUT USD 

1,5 BLN 
ANNUALLY

THE FIGHT 
AGAINST 

POACHING
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RUSSIA SIGNED THE AGREEMENT ON 
PORT STATE MEASURES TO PREVENT, 

DETER AND ELIMINATE ILLEGAL, UNRE-
PORTED AND UNREGULATED FISHING

Thank you, Earth Keepers! Koroleva Alesja • Korostyshevskaya Oksana • Korotkov Yaroslav • Korotova Elena • Koryakin Dmitriy • Kosenko Sergey • Koshechkin Dmitriy
Koshechkina Irina • Kostin Aleksey • Kostin Vasiliy • Kostylev Andrey • Kostyuchenko Yuriy • Kostyuk Galina • Kostyuk Ol’ga • Kotlov Kirill • Kovaleva Irina • Kovaleva Ol’ga
Kovalyov Grigoriy • Koz’mina Yana • Kozina Elena • Kozlov Dmitriy • Kozlov Yuriy • Kozlova Daria • Krakhin Vitaliy • Krakhina Natalia • Krapotkina Tatjana • Krasnova Svetlana
Krasovskiy Oleg • Krayneva Maria • Kretova Elena • Krichevskiy Daniil • Krivosheeva Irina • Kruchinin Sergey • Kruglenkova Irina • Kruglova Anna • Krukovec Inna

Конфискация улова морского ежа, добытого браконьерами в районе Курильских островов
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Among WWF proposals are: satellite monitoring, introduction of observers’ 
groups, installation of camcorders onboard, stricter port control, and many 
others. Amendments should be introduced to the current Russian legislation to 
make the fi ght against poaching easier. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/7036

16 vessels of 6 Russian fi shing companies that trade the 
cod and the haddock in the Barents Sea were granted 
the ecological certifi cates of Marine Stewardship Coun-
cil, MSC.

The certifi cation procedure took 2 years and was held with the support and 
participation of WWF. Today, the Barents Sea WWF offi ce together with The 
Union of the Fishing Industry in the North are certifying the Russian quota for 
the cod and the haddock in the Barents sea. 
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MSC 
LABEL 

ON A FISH PRODUCT 
SHOWS THE FISHERY 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESPONSIBILITY. 
THE CUSTOMERS 

CAN CHOOSE 
THE PRODUCTS 

THAT MEET HIGH 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

STANDARDS

ON THE MAP
OF RUSSIA
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BARENTS 
SEA

Krulova Anna • Krutoverceva Ol’ga • Krymshamkhalova Kornelli • Kryuchkova Yulia • Kryzhanovskaya Ol’ga • Kudinov Denis • Kudrin Aleksey • Kul’kov Evgeniy • Kulikova Elena
Kurganskaya Natalia • Kurmanin Evgeniy • Kurochkina Elena • Kurskov Dmitriy • Kuryatkov Anton • Kurysheva Marina • Kustova Svetlana • Kuvshinov Aleksandr • Kuz’menko 
Viktoria • Kuzina Anastasia • Kuznecov Aleksandr • Kuznecova Ekaterina • Kuznecova Natalia • Kuznetsov Vladimir • Kyshtymov Yuriy • L’vov Nikolay • L’vova Nina • L’vova-
Kraeva Ol’ga • Laktanova Alisa • Lapin Viktor • Lapina Larisa • Lapshin Konstantin • Laptev Andrey • Lashunin Dmitriy • Laskin Yuriy • Laskina Ol’ga • Lebedenko Lyudmila 
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WWF 
IN THE ARCTIC
The successful WWF programme «Bear Patrol» resulted in es-
tablishing regional nature monument «Kozhevnikov Cape”. For 
several years WWF-Russia, the Marine Mammal Council and 
the local people have been working together at conservation of 
the Pacifi c walrus and the polar bear. For four years the pacifi c 
walrus had summered at Kozhevnikov Cape forming the world’s 
largest walrus haulout. In 2008-2009 the estimated number of 
walruses summering here was from 25,000 to 50,000 animals. 
Today the area is protected by the state. 
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>>> The indigenous people of 
Chukotka played a signifi cant role 
in establishing a new protected 
area. Few places in the world can 
boast the population that is con-
cerned with animal conservation 
and area patrol. 

Tatyana Minenko was born in a faraway  native village on the coast of the East 
Siberian Sea. For many years she has participated in the WWF project for 
conservation of walrus haulout. From the very childhood Tatyana has observed 
whales, walruses and polar bears. In 1971 her father was killed in a hunt. The 
mother brought the girl to the tundra. Soon Tatyana was taken to the board-
ing school, and the girl spent the next 8 years living in the Magadan region 
far from her home village. On returning to the tundra Tatyana shepherded 
reindeer, notwithstanding the fact that it was the man’s occupation. Later she 
worked in chum (traditional dwelling tent made of reindeer hides and wooden 
poles), sewed clothes of hides, and did the odd jobs about the chum (house). 
When she expected her third child her husband suddenly died.  It was diffi cult 
for the widow to live alone in the tundra, and so she had to move to a big-
ger settlement. Ever since Tatyana has tried many different jobs, from nurse 
in a maternity hospital to assistant in a steam shop. Today she brings up fi ve 
children, her household is big, but Tatyana manages to fi nd the time to sing in 
the national ensemble «Ryrky”, The Walruses. She is the soloist in overtone 
singing, and she also plays volleyball. 

In 2007 WWF started its programme on the polar bear conservation at Ko-
zhevnikov Cape, by 
that time an enormous 
haulout of walruses had 
formed here, and about 
50,000 animals rested 
on the coast. Tatyana 
Minenko was very 
enthusiastic about the 
work of the indigenous 
people and participated 
most actively in the wal-
rus conservation and 
the establishment of 
the nature monument. 

Tatyana believes that her love for walruses is inherited from her great grand-
father, a hunter, who knew the animals and loved them. The villagers clean 
the haulout and protect it from poachers, attract local schoolchildren to work. 
When winter comes and the polar bears start appearing around the village, 
Tatyana heads the local brigade of ‘Bear patrol’ and collects the information on 
bear migration.

UP TO 
50,000 

WALRUSES SUMMER 
AT THE KOZHEVNIKOV 

CAPE HAULOUT

BEAR 
PATROL

WWF 
THANKS

 ITS FRIENDS FROM 
THE CHUKOTKA 

VILLAGE OF 
RYRKARPĲ , WHICH 

IS SITUATED WITHIN 
700 METERS 

FROM THE NATURE 
MONUMENT 
BORDERLINE

THE WWF PROGRAMME «POLAR BEAR PATROL» 
SUCCEEDED IN ESTABLISHING REGIONAL NATURE 

MONUMENT «KOZHEVNIKOV CAPE» IN CHUKOTKA

ON THE MAP
OF RUSSIA

>>>

Thank you, Earth Keepers! Lebedev Mikhail • Lebedev Yuriy • Leit Maikl • Lelyukhina Elena • Leonova Ol’ga • Leont’ev Mikhail • Leschev Aleksandr • Lesina Yulia • Levina 
Ol’ga • Litvinova Nataliya • Lobanova Stanislava • Lobanova Vera • Lobko Olesya • Lobov Sergey • Lokotkova Elena • Lomonosov Aleksey • Lopatin Nikolay • Luchezarnaya Aliya 
Lukashova Anna • Lukina Aleksandra • Lunin Anatoliy • Lunina Nelli • Luzgina Elena • Luzhenkov Andrey • Luzhnykh Vyacheslav • Lytaeva Yulia • Lyupaeva Natalia • Mackevich 
Il’ja • Makarova Mrs. • Makeeva Larisa • Makhnutin Andrey • Maksakovskiy Nikolay • Maksimenkov Artem • Maksimova Ekaterina • Maksimovskiy Igor’ • Mal’cev Il’ja
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In December 2010 Chukotka governor Roman Kopin signed the resolution 
on establishing the nature monument ‘Kozhevnikov Cape’. It is the victory of 
Tatyana and all friends of nature from a far and away village.
Read more at www.wwf.ru/news/article/7650

The WWF programme «Bear Patrol» grew up in 
2010. Over 50 people participate in the project 
today. 

The participants are the residents of Arctic settlements and researchers from 
polar stations in Nenets Autonomous Okrug (region), the Taimyr peninsula, 
Yakutia, and Chukotka Autonomous Okrug (region). After a successful expedi-
tion to the island of Vaygach in the Barents Sea held in the summer of 2010, 
WWF took a decision to establish a patrol group here. The Vaygach  island is of 
great importance in the polar bear conservation and conservation of the Atlan-
tic walrus population. The Atlantic walrus is the mammal put on the Russia’s 
Red List of Threatened Species. 
WWF established «Bear Patrols» to protect polar bears in the Russian Arctic. 
Supported by WWF, local volunteers check up the territory in the migration 
period and the period when cubs and female bears come out of dens. Patrols 
fi ght poachers; observe the bear population; protect walrus’ rookeries; provide 
ecological education to the citizens. 
In 2010 WWF and the Marine Mammal Council, assisted by the German 
company WICK, presented two snowmobiles to the Chukcha village of Ayon. 
New vehicles saved the life of a bear cub. The cub was called after the village, 
Ayon, and later was brought to the Moscow zoo.  With the new snowmobiles 
the territory for polar bear monitoring has been enlarged, the vehicles will help 
preventing illegal polar bear hunt. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/about/what_we_do/species/polarbear/
umka-patrol

Инспекторы «Медвежьего патруля» в рейде

Malakhov Sergey • Malinina Svetlana • Malkov Aleksandr • Manakova Svetlana • Mangusheva Yulia • Mansil’ja-Kruz Aleksandr • Mar’in Aleksandr • Mar’ina Anastasia • Mar’ina 
Nadezhda • Mar’ina Ol’ga • Markina Ol’ga • Markova Anna • Martjanov Pavel • Martynov Andrey • Marusova Marina • Masalova Natalia • Mashkov Filipp • Mashkov Valentin 
Maslov Evgeniy • Maslova Ekaterina • Masterova Ksenia • Matlakov Sergey • Matroshilina Tatjana • Matveeva Valeria • Maymistov Denis • Mayorov Aleksandr • Mayzenberg 
Philipp • Mel’nikov Denis • Mel’nikov Mikhail • Melanin Sergey • Mifodovskiy Valeriy • Mikhailova Ksenia • Mikhailova Natalia • Mikhajlova Tatjana • Mikhaylov Andrey
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The strategy was worked out by the WWF experts in 
cooperation with leading polar bear specialists. 

The strategy is aimed at preserving the existing polar bear population in the 
Russian Arctic and minimizing of man’s impact. In recent years the habitat of 
the polar bear was affected by the climate change and melting of polar caps and 
the region’s development. So, the time came to draft the fi rst national strategy 
to conserve polar bears.  The document contains measures that will help to as-
sess the current state of the bear populations and to defi ne strategies that will 
save bears from extinction.
Read more at www.wwf.ru/news/article/6877

In July 2010 a WWF expedition to the Vaygach is-
land was organized; experts discovered and mapped 
the Atlantic walrus rookeries. 
The Vaygach island situated at the borderline of the Barents and the Karsky 
seas, hosts the sanctuary that was established with the WWF support in 2007.  
However, it is essential not only to start up a conservation area, but also to 
keep the patrol regime, to conduct stable monitoring of the territory and its 
inhabitants. Sometimes it happens so that conservation area borders have to 
be changed because of the new data on species distribution or changes in the 
mix of species. That was the reason for the Fund having organized the expedi-
tion. The experts observed and mapped the Atlantic walrus rookeries, talked 
to the natives. This Red list species is threatened by the oil and gas industry 
expansion. 

The gathered data contributed to the Atlantic walrus conservation; there are 
only some 2,000 walruses left in the Russian Arctic. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/about/where_we_work/barents/vay-
gach

FOR THE 
FIRST TIME 

IN THE HISTORY OF 
RUSSIA, THE STRATEGY 

FOR POLAR BEAR 
CONSERVATION HAS 

BEEN APPROVED

Mikheev Anton • Milashevich Anatoliy • Miloslavskaya Marianna • Minaev Igor • Minaeva Marina • Mironenko Anna • Miroshina Evgenia • Miroshnikov Dmitriy • Mirzayanc 
Konstantin • Mirzoyan Artur • Mokhova Valentina • Mokrecov Aleksandr • Mokrousova Daria • Monastyreckiy Yaroslav • Mosakova Maria • Mosesyan Ashot • Moskvina 
Lyudmila • Moskvina Yana • Mulkidzhanyan Lidija • Murashkevich Denis • Murashov Dmitriy • Muzyka Boris • Muzykantov Denis • Myagkova Marina • Na Yun Kin Anna
Na Yun Kin Maya • Naglis Alla • Naletova Klavdia • Naumenko Aleksey • Nechaev Aleksandr • Negri Ekaterina • Nepenkina Natalia • Nesterenko Elena • Nikanorov Andrey
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In recent years, oil and gas companies have shown a 
particular interest in the Arctic shelf extraction. 

Little is known about the population and distribution of many Arctic species. 
WWF is alarmed; the Fund experts call the companies to conduct scrupulous 
research and specify the least vulnerable parts of the Arctic to start oil and gas 
production. The long-term study of the scientists from Murmansk Marine Bio-
logical Institute can be very useful for the oil-and-gas companies.  The study 
has mapped the most vulnerable zones of the Barents Sea, one of the purest 

seas in the world, in different seasons. These results should be used by all 
companies developing the Barents Sea resources. The Institute’s methods and 
experience will be applied to other Russian and abroad Arctic zones. 

AT THE 
WWF 

ORDER 
SCIENTISTS CONDUCTED 

A RESEARCH AND 
DETECTED THE MOST 

VULNERABLE PARTS OF 
THE BARENTS SEA

Nikanorov Vladislav • Nikanorova Tatjana • Nikiforov Andrey • Nikiforov Kirill • Nikiforova Yulia • Nikitin Nikita • Nikitina Lyudmila • Nikolaev Arkadiy • Nikonov Aleksandr
Nikulin Igor’ • Novikova Anna • Novozhilov Evgeniy • O’Shey Natalia • Obukhovskaya Lyudmila • Oganesyan Elena • Oganesyan Laura • Okhotnikova Natalia • Okulova Elena
Oleynik Alina • Oleynik Elena • Oleynik Vyacheslav • Oppengeim Veronika • Oreshkina Anna • Orlov Yuriy • Orlova Anna • Orlova Tatjana • Oshchepkov Vasiliy • Osipovich 
Ekaterina • Osokina Anastasia • Ostapenko Petr • Ostrovidova Ekaterina • Otyuskiy Aleksandr • Ovchinnikov Vasiliy • Ovechkina Daria • Pal Katya • Pal Vladimir
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LEOPARDS 
ARE BACK
Closer is the day when the Russian Caucasus will be again 
inhabited by wild leopards. In 2010 all the preliminary works 
within the programme, developed by WWF and the Russian 
Academy of Science with the support of the Russian Ministry of 
Nature Resources, were fi nished.  
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>>>  The Sochi National Park has 
put into operation the Centre for 
the Persian Leopard Breeding and 
Rehabilitation. 

The Centre appeared due to the close cooperation 
of WWF and the Ministry of Nature Resources and 
Environment with participation of Russian donors, 
Roza Khutor ski resort and VimpelCom, OJSC. In 
2010 the two male leopards brought from Turk-
menistan were joined by two females from Iran. 
Their descendants are to start the new group of 

Persian leopards. To become viable, i.e. to start reproduction without human 
assistance, the leopard group should count from 50 to 60 individuals. 

The health condition of the animals, which is the key factor in breeding terms 
and cubs’ survival in the wild, is paid a particular attention at the centre. The 
veterinary supervision is provided by the Moscow zoo experts; along with the 
standard procedures of weighing and measurement, each male leopard had 4 
of his teeth treated and fi lled. 
All the four leopards feel well, and it gives hope that they will meet soon. The 
fi rst cubs are most likely to be brought by the Alous (male) and Cherrie (fe-
male) couple. However, the courting period may turn out to be longer than it is 
usually in the wild; in captivity courtship passes through several stages. 

Meanwhile, WWF-Russia is seeking new partners to fi nance the programme 
in the future. Money is needed to construct a 6 ha enclosure in the Caucasian 
reserve. The enclosure will be inhabited with deer and wild boars that will 
become a sort of food stock for the young leopards, in case they fail in the hunt. 
Moreover, WWF will continue its work at creating favorable conditions for the 
leopard adaptation in the wild. The nature conservation measures, formation 
of saline soils and reinforcement of the fi ght against poaching, will increase the 
number of ungulate species. The means are needed to bring new leopards to 
the reserve; one or two couples are not enough to make the programme suc-
cessful.  
Read more at 
www.wwf.ru/about/where_we_work/caucasus/persian_leopard

THE POPULATION 
SHOULD COUNT FROM 

50 TO 60 LEOPARDS TO 
START REPRODUCTION 

WITHOUT HUMAN 
ASSISTANCE

WELCOME 
HOME!

ON THE MAP
OF RUSSIA

>>>
IN 2010 

THE CONDITIONS 
NECESSARY TO 

REINTRODUCE THE 
PERSIAN LEOPARD IN 

THE RUSSIAN CAUCASUS 
WERE CREATED

Thank you, Earth Keepers! Panchenko Aleksey • Panfi lova Polina • Panfi lova Vera • Pankratov Konstantin • Parfenov Dmitriy • Parshkova Diana • Parshukova Marina 
Partin Il’ja • Pastushenko  Aleksandr • Pavlenko Ekaterina • Pavlichenkov Andrey • Pavlov Nikolay • Pavlova Tatjana • Pavlova Yulia • Pchelinceva Anastasia • Pechnikova Elena 
Pechorin Sergey • Pereladova Olga • Perepelova Svetlana • Persijaninova Elena • Petrov Denis • Petrova Irina • Petrova Oksana • Petrova Ol’ga • Petrovskiy Philipp • Petukhov 
Sergey • Pisarev Plamen • Piterskaya Ol’ga • Pivovarov Pavel • Pivovarova Alina • Plokhan’ Larisa • Plotnikov Aleksandr • Poddubnaya Elena • Poletaeva Vera • Polnikov Aleksey 

BOLSHOY 
UTRISH

KRASNODAR 
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WWF continues its work at restoration the wild 
population of the European bison in the Russian 
Caucasus.

BY MORE THAN 

38,000 
HECTARES 

INCREASED 
THE TERRITORY 

OF RESERVES THE 
IN THE NORTHERN 

CAUCASUS 
IN 2010
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In March 2010 the animals brought to Northern Ossetia from the Priok-
sky-Terrasny reserve (the Moscow region) were released in the Tseisky 
sanctuary. They joined the local bison group; in May 2010 Muklena, the female 
herd leader, delivered a calf, the fi rst aborigine bison. The bison adaptation was suc-
cessful and they became familiar with the new territory. 
Read more at: www.wwf.ru/about/what_we_do/species/zubr

It took the long 16 years to establish the Utrish reserve; today, 10,000 ha 
of unique Mediterranean landscapes of Russia are guarded and protected. 
WWF welcomes the establishment of the reserve. However, the Fund believes that 
the current territory does not include all unique ecosystems; areas that host threat-
ened and protected endemic fl ora and fauna species. So to add to the reserve the 
pistachio and juniper forests is of vital importance. 
The establishment of a biosphere polygon in the 28 ha Teberda reserve will reinforce 
the patrol of the Greater Caucasian Range, the main corridor for large ungulates and 
predators’ migration from the coast of the Black Sea to the Central Caucasus. WWF 
applies much effort to the development of a regional reserve network; so far the ini-
tial stage has been concluded, the approval of the local Northern Caucasian authori-
ties keeps us from increasing the area of reserves by 400,000 ha. 
Read more at: www.wwf.ru/about/where_we_work/caucasus

Polyanskaya Irina • Polyanskaya Varvara • Ponomarenko Aleksey • Ponomarenko Anastasia • Popandopulo Irina • Popkova Daria • Popov Aleksey • Popov Khariton • Popov 
Konstantin • Popov Vsevolod • Popova Irina • Popova Vera • Popovicheva Natalia • Prokopenko Aleksandr • Propper Maria • Pupynin Mikhail • Puzakov Stanislav • Rabinovich 
Oleg • Radugin Pavel • Radyuk Vladimir • Rafanov Sergey • Ramkhina Olesya • Rassushin Pavel • Rastrogin Artur • Ratnikov Aleksandr • Raynova Maria • Razin Grigoriy
Redozubova Margarita • Rezchikov Vyacheslav • Reznikov Andrey • Rezvanov Aleksey • Rit Dmitriy • Rodionov Andrey • Rodionova Ol’ga • Romanova Ekaterina
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WWF IN THE 
ALTAI-SAYAN 
ECOREGION 
The Altai-Sayan ecoregion is one of the few areas in the world 
that has not experienced the destructive coming of the civiliza-
tion. The WWF Altai-Sayan project is aimed to conservation of 
endangered species and unique ecosystems as well as sustain-
able development of the Ecoregion.
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>>> WWF’s work of starting up 
the Sailyugemsky national park 
was accomplished in 2010. The 
Russian government adopted the 
resolution on establishing the 
park to conserve the largest in 
Russia populations of Altai Argali 
and snow leopard (irbis). 

National park is the home for the brown bear, the 
Pallas’s cat (Manul), the Saker falcon and many 

other animals. The livestock grazing as a traditional type of nature use will 
remain in ф larger part of park area. Limited tourism, one of the few sources of 
income for the local people, will be allowed but hunting is completely prohib-
ited in the park area.
Read more at wwf.ru/resources/news/article/6136

A unique database was assembled in Altai; it con-
tains the complete information on all regional pro-
tected areas. 

The experts of «Protected Areas For a Living Planet!» Project of WWF in 
cooperation with the Ministry of Nature Resources of the Republic of Altai 
developed the cadastre of protected areas. The cadastre contains the complete 
information about the reserves’ geographic position, the protection regime, 
land tenants and sources of reserve fi nancing. The information will be con-
sidered in working out strategies for economical and social development of 
the area, drafting construction projects, in conducting state ecological expert 
examination and in other cases dealing with nature resources management and 
estimation of human impact on environment. 
Read more at wwf.ru/resources/news/article/7074

THE AREA 
OF THE 
NEWLY 

ESTABLISHED 
SAILYUGEMSKY 
NATIONAL PARK 

COMPRISES 
118,000 HECTARES

THE NEW 
NATIONAL 

PARK

At the border line of Khakassia and Tuva a new ecological corridor will soon unite three 
already existing reserves in the Western Sayan Mountains. Pozarym Federal Wildlife 
Refuge (Zakaznik) of 253,000 ha will play an essential role in the conservation of snow 
leopard, Siberian ibex, forest reindeer. WWF supported the development of an ecological 
and economical feasibility study for Pozarym. Recently the document was approved by 
the state ecological expert commission of Russian Ministry of Nature Resources. 
Read more at wwf.ru/resources/news/article/7430

ON THE MAP
OF RUSSIA

>>>

Thank you, Earth Keepers! Romanova Elena • Romashov Konstantin • Rozanova Nina • Rozhnikovskaya Maria • Rudakov Nikolay • Runov Dmitriy • Runova Stasya
Rusanova Marina • Ryabchikova Evgeniya • Ryabochkina Natalia • Rybkina Nadezhda • Ryndina Olesya • S’janova Nataliya • Sabirov Timur • Sadovina Vera • Sadovov Stanislav 
Safi ulin El’dar • Safonova Ol’ga • Safroniva Ekaterina • Safronov Nikas • Safronov Sergey • Safronov Vitaliy • Sajgushev Andrey • Saltanov Dmitriy • Samsonov Pavel • Samusik 
Sergey • Sankov Vseslav • Sarkisyan Karen • Sauer Derk • Saveljeva Yulia • Savenkov Andrey • Savenkova Tat’yana • Savin Ivan • Savost’janov Igor’ • Scherbakov Mikhail

ALTAI 
KRAI
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DOGS 
WILL HELP 

PEOPLE FIND THE 
SNOW LEOPARD

In the autumn of 2010 a new expert in the snow leopard appeared in Barnaul. 
It was the sheepdog puppy, Eric. At the initiative of the Altai-Sayan WWF offi ce 
the puppy is being trained (at a special centre) to search and identify the snow 
leopard excrements needed for the DNA analysis of this rare predator. 
In the mountainous areas, where the snow leopard lives, such a dog with its 
perfect sense of smell is 10 times more effi cient than human in collecting data 
for estimating of the population of this wild cat,. Besides, the four-legged 
scouts can identify the species by its excrements with an almost 100 percent 
accuracy. No doubt Eric’s talent will become a great aide to the WWF experts 
who monitor the snow leopard population in the mountains of Altai and Sayan.
WWF is planning to teach snow leopard professionals from the Altaisky, Ub-
sunurskaya kotlovina and Sayan-Shushensky Nature Reserves to use the dog 
for monitoring of the key populations of the elusive predator in Russia. 
Read more at wwf.ru/resources/news/article/7474

WWF-Russia and WWF-Mongolia developed the Strategy and the Conserva-
tion Action Plan for the argali (altai mountain sheep) in the trans-border area 
of our countries.  

The documents are to be added as a Appendix  to the 
Agreement of the Government of Russian Federa-
tion and Mongolia on Environmental Protection.  

Signed document will serve for the effective work of two countries on conserva-
tion of argali and the other rare species in the Altai-Sayan ecoregion.  
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German shepherd Eric on duty

Sedykh Aleksandr • Sekacheva Irina • Selendeeva Oksana • Seletkov Denis • Seletkov Denis • Seleznev Andrey • Seleznev Mikhail • Selezneva Nina • Semenova Ol’ga • Sergeev 
Andrey • Sergeeva Tatjana • Severcev Vladislav • Shainyan Karen • Shalaev Anton • Shamykina Viktoria • Shanaeva Anna • Shaposhnikov Dmitriy • Shaposhnikova Svetlana
Shapovalov Ivan • Sharapova Arina • Shashkova Veronika G. • Shashkova Veronika V. • Shaul’skaya Oksana • Shcherbatykh Irina • Shchipalova Evgenia • Shestakov Aleklsandr 
Shestov Denis • Shevchenko Svetlana • Shevcov Valeriy • Shikhaleva Irina • Shilova Anna • Shipicin Vitaliy • Shishkin Dmitriy • Shishlov Sergey • Shishova Tatjana
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… made up the sad harvest of the patrol groups of the Altai Committee for 
Nature Protection, an interdepartmental brigade in the Republic of Tyva, and 
the inter-reserve group «Irbis» in 2010. To support anti-poaching brigades is 
one of the useful measures taken by WWF to conserve rare species of the Altai-
Sayan ecoregion. 
Read more at wwf.ru/resources/news/article/7842

Over 300 citizens of Tyva Republic learned how 
to start their own business with support from WWF 
and British NGO Oxfam. This will help local commu-
nities that live close to endangered species habitats 
develop small businesses.

WWF and Oxfam held a large-scale research on the state of economy in two 
model areas of Tuva. The 1000-respondent survey provides the important data 
on the local population’s attitude to poaching and nature resources manage-
ment; it analyses the entrepreneurial environment, life standards and house-
hold conditions. Thanks to the provided grants a felt workshop and a catering 
outlet were started up, the construction of the visit-centre for the nature park 
«Shyisky» was launched.  
Read more at wwf.ru/resources/news/article/6883

THE UNEMPLOYMENT 
LEVEL IN SOME 

ALTAI-SAYAN 
VILLAGES REACHES 

90 PERCENT. ADD 
TO IT LOW AVERAGE 

INCOME AND YOU 
WILL GET ONE OF THE 

CORE REASONS FOR 
THE WIDESPREAD 

POACHING AND 
ILLEGAL WILDLIFE 

TRADE

36 REGISTERED 
LAW OFFENCES, 

28 CONFISCATED 
ITEMS OF WEAPON, 

AND 100 OF DETECTED 
POACHER’S SNARES
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Shper Aleksandr • Shtabnickiy Mikhail • Shtatnov Mikhail • Shtrobel’ Aleksey • Shugaeva Elena • Shul’man Dmitriy • Shunaeva Maria • Shurenkov Konstantin • Shuvarova Ol’ga 
Shvarc Evgeniy • Sidneva Tamara • Sidorova Nadezhda • Sikorskaya Evgenia • Sinicyna Viktoria • Sivak Tamara • Skorobagatova Tereza • Skorodenko Vladimir • Skvorkin 
Aleksey • Slavina Anna • Smirnov Anton • Smirnov Gennadiy • Smirnova Elena • Smirnova Ol’ga • Smirnova Svetlana • Smolyakov Andrey • Snetkov Sergey • Sokolov Aleksey
Sokolov Boris • Sokolov Oleg • Sokolov Renat • Sokolova Elrna • Sokolova Ol’ga • Solovjev Dmitriy • Solovjeva Margarita • Solovjeva Sofja • Solovjeva Yulia • Sopova Anna
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WWF 
ON KAMCHATKA
Kamchatka / Bering Sea ecoregion is one of the few places on 
the Earth, where the nature is truly wild and remains in its 
pristine state. The waters of the Bering Sea, surging towards 
the long stripes of the coast, and unique terrestrial ecosystems 
maintain the lives of fi sh, sea-birds, polar bears, whales, sea-
lions, giant brown bears, wild reindeer, snow sheep and many 
other species. The unique biodiversity of the ecoregion is the 
most precious nature’s gift that can be saved only through unit-
ing the efforts of many people.
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The released geese joined the group of birds that had 
been released earlier on the Kuril Islands. This is how 
WWF helped to reintroduce the population of the 
Aleutian Canadian goose. 

The 15-cage goose cargo, accompanied by the WWF 
experts and the permanent head of the project, 
ornithologist, Nikolay Gerasimov, was brought to 
the Ekarma Kuril island. Soon the birds will obtain 
their wild instincts and migrate for the winter 
period to the coasts of Korea and Japan, where they 
will give life to totally wild birds. 

Dozens of thousands of Canadian geese used to inhabit the Kurils and the 
Commander Islands many years ago. But humans brought here foxes, minks, 
and rats, and by the 1930s they had killed almost all geese. The Canadian goose 
project began in 1984. Nikolay Gerasimov started up a breeding centre, and for 
the next 30 years he and his wife have given every effort to save the Goose. The 
mature birds would be released on Ekarma, the only Kuril island that is not 
inhabited by humans and predators. The absence of enemies erased the threat 
for the Canadian goose to be exterminated. 

Due to lack of permanent fi nancing, the unique restoration project for Asia 
several times faced its closure. WWF joined the project in 2006 and took a 
part of the breeding centre expenses. Within 4 years the nursery released the 
birds 3 times on Ekarma. Today, the population travelling between the Kurils, 
Japan and the Korean peninsula is over 550 geese. For several years Japanese 
ornithologists registered fl ocks of Canadian geese, among which the banded 
birds, bred in Kamchatka, were observed. The fact speaks in the success of the 
Canadian goose project. 
To learn more about the mistakes of the previous generations corrected today, 
address the information centre, established with the WWF support in the very 
bird breeding centre. 

85 ALEUTIAN 
CANADIAN GEESE, 

BRED IN THE 
KAMCHATKA BREEDING 

CENTRE, WERE 
RELEASED INTO THE 

WILD IN 2010

FLY, 
GEESE, 

FLY!

ON THE MAP
OF RUSSIA

>>>

KURIL 
ISLANDS

Thank you, Earth Keepers! Sorokin Dmitriy • Sosin Sergey • Spirin Vladimir • Starceva Ol’ga • Starkova Anna • Stepanova Marina • Stepanyatova Elena • Sterlyagova 
Elena • Survillo Vitaliy • Svarnik Tatjana • Syutkin Valeriy • Tal’nikov Dmitriy • Taranov Dmitriy • Taranova Yulia • Tarasova Inna • Tarnovskaya Marina • Tatarinceva Tatjana 
Temirgalieva Elena • Teplickaya Tatjana • Teplickiy Dmitriy • Teplukhina Maria • Terletskaya Dina • Tikhovskaya Irina • Timchenko Yana • Timofeev Valeriy • Tkachenko 
Evgeniy • Tkachev Andrey • Tkachev Dmitriy • Tolstukhina Yulia • Tomash Sergey • Tonkacheev Dmitriy • Topoleva Elena • Torchilina Tatjana • Totulis Elena
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78 
OFFENSES 

TO THE CONSERVATION 
REGIME WERE 

DETECTED BY THE 
ANTI-POACHING GROUP 

OF THE KRONOTSKY 
NATURE RESERVE IN 

2010. THE GROUP WAS 
ESTABLISHED WITH THE 

WWF SUPPORT

WWF participated in establishing 
the fi rst Kamchatka Advisory 
Board on Salmon Fishing 
Management. 

Today the community can participate in the fi shing 
management of the Bolshaya river basin, which 
is the second important in terms of salmon trade 
waterway. In summer, when the spawning of the 
salmon (Pink, Chum, Sockeye, Chinook, Coho) be-
gins, the scale of poaching is terrifying. From now 

on the local people together with WWF, the local authorities, the police, and 
businessmen will fi ght the poaching, propose amendments to legislature and 
infl uence the setting of fi shing quotas.
Read more at www.wwf.ru/news/article/7874

Three Kamchatka fi shing companies have passed the 
pre-assessment process of MSC certifi cation.  

Two of the three companies are entering the full assessment of certifi cation 
according to the standards of the Marine Stewardship Council. The compa-
nies, participants of the project, in cooperation with WWF worked out the 
Fishery Improvement plans. The MSC certifi cate proves that the fi sh is traded 
through a sustainable practice. On seeing the ecolabel, the customer can make 
his choice for the wild fi sh produced in accordance with the high ecological 
standards. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/about/what_we_do/seas/fi sh/fi sh_cert

The inspectors spent 320 days in raids, patrolling the territories of the Kro-
notsky Nature Reserve, the South Kamchatka Sanctuary and the guarded 
waters of the Okhotsk Sea. Mostly thanks to the WWF fi nancial support they 
detected 78 offenses of the conservation regime. Two legal cases were started.
Read more at wwf.ru/resources/news/article/7250

ON THE MAP
OF RUSSIA

>>>

Trakhtenberg Elena • Tremaskina Ol’ga • Treninkov Igor’ • Tret’jakov Yuriy • Trofi menko Sergey • Trofi mova Ksenia • Trubnikova Veronika • Tulusheva Elena • Turkin Dmitriy
Turkina Ol’ga • Tyunyaeva Elena • Ul’janov Tikhon • Ushakov Dmitriy • Utolin Dmitriy • Vagner Irina • Varenikova Larisa • Varvara • Vasilieva Anastasia • Vasina Elena
Vedernikov Aleksandr • Vetrova Tat’jana • Vindman Leonod • Vinogradov Dmitriy • Vinogradova Maria • Vinogradova Nina • Vitoshko Olga • Vladislavov Vladimir • Vladislavova 
Anastasia • Vladislavova Nadezhda • Vlasov Aleksey • Vlasov Andrey • Vlastopulo Diana • Volkov Sergey • Volkov Viktor • Volkova Tatjana • Volokitina Evgenia • Volshanik Valeriy 
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Spawning salmon
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WWF 
IN CENTRAL ASIA
Implementation of the WWF programme on establishing of 
a network of protected  territories, Econet, embraces the fi ve 
states of Central Asia. Such a project exceeds fi nancial capaci-
ties of the Fund.  So, it is important for the Central Asia coun-
tries to share and support the WWF initiative by  allocating 
funding for Econet establishment  from  their state budgets and 
including practical activities in the national  strategies. WWF 
provides regularly information on the results of the Econet 
model site implementation to the sessions of the Interstate 
Sustainable Development Commission. The states replicate the 
results on a larger scale attracting state funding and various 
donors. It is very important, that the fi ve countries have made a 
great leap having recognizes themselves a single and indivisible 
region. 
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In 2010 the Government of Ka-
zakhstan approved the sectoral 
programme Zhasyl Damu (Green 
development). The programme is 
aimed at developing green econo-
my, reducing anthropogenic im-
pact on the environment, conserv-

ing and restoring the state of the environment. 

The programme includes special points on establishing and fi nancing of a 
number of reserves, the necessary initial  documents for their planning have 
been prepared by WWF. 

Not so long ago there were no protected territories 
in the basin of the Syr Darya River. Three protected 
areas of different status have been established dur-
ing the last decade, and in 2010 the Syr Darya sanc-
tuary was added to these three already existing re-
serves.

WWF is working at  restoration of the Bukhara deer in the Syr Darya sanctu-
ary. Today 18 deer are adapting to the wildlife in the reserve, 22 more are kept 
in the enclosure to be released into the wild in the near future. It is great that 
the government of Kazakhstan plans to fi nance the sanctuary on regular basis.

In the Tajikistan reserve «Tigrovaya Balka» the key 
operation on restoring water regime for riparian for-
ests was  completed.

These unique forests is situated in the basin of the Amu Darya River, which is 
one of the two largest Central Asian catchment areas. The constructed canals 
and dams stopped the fl ooding of riparian forests, which led to the ecosys-
tem degradation. For fi ve years the reserve employees and WWF experts had 
been cleaning the overgrown natural waterways, built a canal bypassing dams, 
constructed a system of sluices. And then the moment came and the water ran 
down the cleaned ways to the parched lakes. 
The research reveals that the quality and level of water in Tigrovaya Balka is 
equal to that of the 1950s before the Nurek Hydroelectric Power Plant was 
constructed. The increased number of waterfowl birds that winter here, as well 
as the considerate number of the freshwater crayfi sh can serve as proof to the 
survey conclusions.

THE ENCLOSURE 
FOR THE BACTRIAN 

(BUKHARA) DEER  
(ESTABLISHED AND 

SUPPORTED BY WWF) 
HAS INCREASED FROM 

5 TO 35 HA DUE TO 
THE SUPPORT OF THE 

GOVERNMENT OF 
KAZAKHSTAN

ZHASYL 
DAMU

>>>

ON THE MAP OF 
RUSSIA AND THE CIS

>>>

Thank you, Earth Keepers! Volzhin Dmitriy • Voroncov Andrey • Voronin Andrey • Voronina Elena • Voskoboynikov Dmitriy • Vostrikova Svetlana • Vystorobec 
Aleksandra • Yakhnenko Dmitriy • Yakhnenko Yulia • Yakobson Yulia • Yakovlev Gleb • Yakushin Maksim • Yarmonov Anton • Yasenskaya Ekaterina • Yur’jev Andrey • Yuzhakova 
Inna • Zabelin Artem • Zagorskaya Natalia • Zaitsev Aleksandr • Zal’vovskiy Andrey • Zamyshlyaev Oleg • Zaribko Aleksandra • Zaryanich Vadim • Zasorin Andrey • Zayceva 
Marina • Zayceva Yulia • Zeleneckiy Taras • Zelenova Irina • Zemlyanovskaya Ekaterina • Zenchev Kirill • Zharenov Pavel • Zhdanova Nataliya • Zhemoldinov Dian

TADJIKISTAN

KAZAKHSTAN
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2010 was a fruitful year for the WWF project on 
involving the local population in sustainable devel-
opment of nature resources in Tajikistan and Ka-
zakhstan. The work is concentrated on improvement 
of irrigation practices, sustainable livestock grazing 
and other traditional kinds of nature management. 

WWF experts organized special trainings – «farm-
ers’ schools”, held educational «weeks of biodiver-
sity”. The farmers that adopted improved irrigation 
technologies, applied alternative energy sources 
and were ready to improve the environmental 
situation in the region received small WWF grants. 
Implementing best management practices models, 

they succeeded in reducing energy consumption by 30 percent through instal-
lation biogas production systems, cut water consumption by 40-50 percent in-
stalling sustainable irrigation systems and by 70 percent lessened the amount 
of fertilizers used. The works will be continued and replicated in the next two 
years.

BY 40-50 
PERCENT 

WAS REDUCED ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION, BY 40 – 
WATER CONSUMPTION 

AND BY 70 PERCENT 
WAS REDUCED THE USE 
OF FERTILIZERS IN THE 
EXPERIMENTAL FARMS 

IN TAJIKISTAN AND 
KAZAKHSTAN
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Бухарский олень 

Zherebcova Natalia • Zherikhin Andrey • Zhil’nikov Sergey • Zhirov Igor’ • Zhizhin Vyacheslav • Zhukov Valeriy • Zhuravlev Dmitriy • Zhuravleva Kristina • Zhuravskiy Oleg
Zhurbenko Aleksey • Zinin Pavel • Zinov’jeva Anna • Zlatkin Roman • Zlobina-Bashkanyan Oksana • Zorina Nadezhda • Zotova Ljudmila • Zubaerova Dinara • Zubkova Anastasia 
Zyabrina Diana • Zybkin Andrey St.petersburg and the Leningrad region: Akbasheva Lyudmila • Aleshintsev Evgeniy • Andryushchenko Yuriy • Anikina Ol’ga
Belkina Ol’ga • Belova Elena • Bratkina Tatjana • Careva Elena • Cay Yulia • Drygina Irina • Ermakova Anna • Fedorov Vitaliy • Gagarin Aleksandr • Galkin Maksim
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Today’s total human impact on the biosphere 
by 30 percent exceeds the planet’s regenerative 
capacity.

It has been calculated that the planet can provide each one of us with only 
2,1ha: this piece of land or area of water gives the man its resources and regen-
erates human wastes. However, we need more, some 2, 7ha: that is the eco-
logical footprint left on the Earth by the mankind. The footprint of a Russian 
citizen is vaster, it comprises 3, 7ha, and so we, in Russia, will need 1, 76 of the 
Earth. This is the reason for WWF-Russia to call for mitigating the impact of 
Russian citizens on nature, improving economic growth for the nation’s well-
being and the planet’s biosphere. 

In 2010 WWF-Russia was endorsed in preparations for the May session of the 
Presidium of the State Council dedicated to the issues of reforming state legis-
lation on environmental protection. WWF was also involved in the community 
control over executing the president’s commissions given to ministries and 
agencies. It was done to avoid the 2003 negative experience of the previous 
session on environmental protection. See page 45

The Russian government was given a particular task by the president: to draft 
in cooperation with nongovernmental organizations the principles for the eco-
logical policy of the Russian Federation for the next 20 years. My experience as 
the drafting commission co-head taught me to enter into dialogue with govern-
mental authorities on a range of issues. 

In 2011 WWF will proceed with its work on drafting and introducing new 
amendments to legislature and mechanisms to make the Russia’s policies 
more environmentally friendly, thus opposing business strategies of ecological 
damping, and minimizing the ecological footprints of both the citizen and the 
country. 

We will strive for the implementing of ecological safety in oil-and-gas and in-
frastructure projects, for adopting, by major Russian and multinational compa-
nies and fi nancial institutes, sophisticated global standards of eco policies and 
practices. WWF intends to secure the adopting of high ecological standards to 
the state and regional legislatures.

Evgeny Shvarts, 
Director of Conservation Policy, 

Ph.D., Dr. Sc

Gazizova Natalia • Golubev Ivan • Goncharova Elena • Gopius Kirill • Gorbatenkova ol’ga • Grishin Kirill • Ivanova Svetlana • Ivashintsova Valentina • Kapustin Vladimir 
Karaban’ Anton • Khar’kova Irina • Kharin Dmitriy • Kharin Leonid • Khudyakova Svetlana • Khuras’kina Anna • Kolesova Irina • Kolodyazhnaya Yulia • Konstantinova Elena
Kormilicina Tatjana • Kozlovskiy Anton • Krasikova Polina • Kudrin Andrey • Kungurov Engeniy • Kuznecov Mikhail • Makarova Lyudmila • Mal’tseva Irina • Mazulov Igor’
Milonov Vitaliy • Naumova Lyudmila • Negoretskaya Anna • Penzina Ol’ga • Peshkin Vladimir • Pikalova Evelina • Polyakov Aleksandr • Popov Vladimir • Postup’ Katerina
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THE GREEN 
POLICY
WWF-Russia calls for mitigating the impact of Russian citizens on 
nature, improving economic growth for the nation’s well-being and 
the planet’s biosphere. To reach these targets it is necessary to intro-
duce corresponding changes to the state and regional legislatures, so 
that companies could be prevented from employing ecological damp-
ing. On the contrary, the winners should be those who choose high 
ecological global standards and attract their «green» benchmarks to 
strengthen competitiveness.
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WWF is striving for introduction of system control 
to the environmental sphere and for «greening» of 
major industries – energy production, fi shing and 
forestry. 

In 2010 WWF provided the community control over execution of 
the Russian president’s commissions given to corresponding min-
istries and agencies. It was done to avoid the 2003 negative experi-
ence of the previous session of the Presidium of the State Council 
on environmental protection.   

Nevertheless, of 67 president and prime minister’s commissions given within 
the last year and a half only 6 were executed. According to WWF, the main rea-
son for the failure lies with the lobbied interests of outdated natural resource 
extracting businesses. The community is not admitted to decision taking when 
it comes to major environmental issues. As a result, the proposals of ministries 
and agencies are of zero effect. Yet, WWF-Russia is proud that some of bureau-
cratic obstacles fell. 

In 2010 WWF-Russia was endorsed in preparations 
for the May session of the Presidium of the State 
Council dedicated to the issues of reforming state 
legislation on environmental protection.  

The session resulted in registering the following commissions of Russian 
president Dmitry Medvedev: improvement and reinforcement of state eco-
logical control, restoration of state expert ecological examination, compliance 
of the Russian environmental impact assessment techniques with the stan-
dards of the international fi nancial organizations. The president also gave 
an order to provide economic preferences to companies that make steps to 
reduce their ecological footprint. According to the president, environmental 
parameters should be added to the procedure of open state tenders, and 100 
percent state owned companies and state corporations should apply the strat-
egy of voluntary environmental responsibility. Many of these commissions 
(including the commission to review the Forest Code) had been repeatedly 
proposed by WWF.

OF 67 
PRESIDENT’S 

COMMISSIONS ONLY 
6 WERE FULLY 

EXECUTED

ONE OF THE 
WWF STRATEGIC 

PRIORITIES IS 
ITS WORK AT 

IMPROVEMENT 
OF STATE POLICY 

IN TERMS OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

PROTECTION.

Thank you, Earth Keepers! Prikota Aleksandr • Runeva Elena • Salazhova Tatjana • Serbina Ol’ga • Shashkov Andrey • Soloshenko Vladimir • Stanchinskaya Elena 
Stokrackaya Lidia • Subbotin Andrey • Titov Oleg • Yanyshev Vladimir • Zhukov Aleksandr • Zhuleva Ekaterina Ekaterinburg and the Sverdlovsk region:
Arcybashev Aleksandr • Aver’yanov Pavel • Bogdanovskiy Dmitriy • Chernyshov Vladimir • Fedorov Mikhail • Gol’denberg Aleksandr • Gorshkova Natalia • Ivanova Anna 
Karpov Igor’ • Kotvanov Leonid • Kuznecov Andrey • Luchko Nikolay • Mel’nilova Ekaterina • Pjankov Aleksandr • Pjankova Ekaterina • Pjankova Tatjana • Rogacheva Anastasia 
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WWF Russia conducted a unique estimation of environmental risks 
within the framework of Russia-China transboundary cooperation 
and found solutions to many of the most acute problems in the countries’ rela-
tionship. WWF experts showed the Russian governmental agencies the way to 
improve the Russian competitiveness on the market with the «greening» global 
economy. The WWF research was received with interest and caused a lively 
discussion of the measures to make the cooperation between the two countries 
permanent. As a result some of the WWF proposals were considered by the 
Ministry of Regional Development when drafting the plan for the Strategy of 
Social and Economic Development of the Far East and the Baikal region. 
Read more at  www.wwf.ru/resources/publ/bok/440

The Fund pays particular attention to promoting the idea of «green» economy, 
fi rst of all, low-carbon economy, the one that will allow to reduce the GHG 
emissions and to mitigate the negative impact on the nature. The scenario will 
enable Russia to become less dependent on carbon fuels, to lower prices for the 
output and to increase the country’s competitiveness.  The targets will become 
achievable for Russia if innovative schemes are applied to working out effi cient 
resource and energy conservation technologies. 

WWF PAYS 
A PARTICULAR 
ATTENTION TO 

PROMOTING 

«GREEN» 
ECONOMY

Semyonov Sergey • Teterin Aleksey • Vozdvizhenskiy Pavel • Yakunin Vyacheslav Novosibirsk and the Novosibirsk region: An Yuriy • Bersenev Evgeniy • Dashevskiy Oleg 
Dubkov Mikhail • Kedrinskaya Nataliya • Kravchinskiy Igor’ • Kychakov Aleksandr • Kychakova Antonina • Novgorodov Pavel • Percev Viktor • Rabinovich Elena
Raevskata Elena • Shcherban’ Valeriy • Sotnikov Aleksandr • Sukharev Vadim Vladivostok and Primorsky kra: Bururuev Aleksey • Darman Yuriy • Gil’fanova Anna
Kutuza Nikolay • Maslova Elena • Odincov Vyacheslav • Pulyaevskiy Mikhail • Sazontova Elena • Titova Svetlana • Tsyganovskaya Irina • Vojtyshin Nikolay

In 2010 Russian companies were introduced to obligatory reporting 
on sustainable development. For several years WWF had assisted the 
process and promoted the implementation of global environmental and 
social standards to the Russian business sphere.
Leading Russian companies – Rosneft, Gazprom, TNK-BP, Alfa-Cement – published 
their reports on sustainable development for 2008-2009. WWF criticized some of 
their ecological benchmarks, thus initiating positive changes in the companies’ eco-
management and toughening standards of nonfi nancial reports audit in Russia.
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WWF-Russia initiated and drafted, in cooperation 
with other nongovernmental organizations, concepts 
for the Federal law «On Protection of the Russian 
Seas against Oil Pollution”; it laid the ground for the 
legislative proposal, drafted by the Committee for 
Natural Resources, Nature Management and Ecol-
ogy to be presented at the spring session of the State 
Duma in 2011. 

The proposal is aimed at prevention and quick response on oil spills through 
a framework of management, economical, fi nancial and technical approaches. 
The draft contains the proposal to restore State Environmental Impact Expert 
Review of specially dangerous sites and makes provisions for the ratifi cation 
of Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary 
Context. The law draft is being discussed now by governmental organizations, 
experts, businessmen and the community, when the discussion is over the 
Committee for Natural Resources, Nature Management and Ecology of the 
State Duma will fi nalize it. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/news/article/6719 

WWF-Russia in partnership with the Carbon Dis-
closure Project (CDP) prepared the fi rst report on 
greenhouse gas emissions in Russia. 

Carbon Disclosure Project unites 550 investors that resist the global climate 
change. The Project possesses the world’s largest database on GHG emissions. 
The 2009 Russia’s report contains information on GHG emissions of the big-
gest Russian companies (GAzprom, NOVATEK, Irkutskenergo, Tatneft, Cen-
terTelecom, and Federal Grid Company of Unifi ed Energy System). The release 
of the report was a step of Russia’s major businesses towards understanding 
and solving the climate change problems. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/news/article/6298
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THE FIRST REPORT 
ON GHG EMISSIONS 

PUBLISHED IN 
RUSSIA

Rostov-na-donu and the Rostov region: Bova Valeriy • Glotova Tatjana • Kukunov Oleg • Kurasova Anna • Kurasova Svetlana • Medvedeva Maria • Perepechay Artur
Slaschuk Il’ya • Stepanovich Elena • Urodova Valentina Nizhniy Novgorod and the Nizhniy Novgorod region: Borisenko Inna • Chuprova Ksenia • Ivanov Aleksey
Kotlyarov Sergey • Kozlova Elena • Krivosheina Tatjana • Malyutov Vladislav • Mikhonina Natalia • Neymark Elena • Nikolaev Igor’ • Rudakova Elena Krasnoyarsk and the 
Krasnoyarsky krai: Ananjeva Nadezhda • Ananjeva Olesia • Bratkova Svetlana • Chernov Andrey • Glushinskiy Sergey • Khomyakova Viktoria • Kozhakhmetova Yulia 
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WWF initiated the public expert ecological examina-
tion of potentially dangerous for environment proj-
ects and secured their correction.

Due to the expert conclusions the following projects will be seriously revised: 
the seismology exploration program in the water areas of the Far East and 
Eastern Arctic seas held by «Dalmorneftegeofi zika”, the project of construction 
an oil refi nery in the Vostok bay and the fi rst stage of developing the Shtock-
man natural gas fi elds in the Barents Sea. Unfortunately, the current Russian 
legislation carries no provisions for obligatory public expert examination to be 
conducted on environmentally dangerous business projects. So, each case of a 
successful dialogue between the public and companies is crucial in increasing 
the ecological safety of natural resources exploration. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/7832

Thanks to the longstanding campaign of WWF and 
other nongovernmental organizations the most odi-
ous project of construction the Evenkiya Hydroelec-
tric Power Plant was cancelled. 

The construction project of a large power plant in the Turukhansky district of 
the Krasnoyarsk region was equal to an ecological environmental disaster. It 
threatened with fl ooding 1 ml ha of unique larch forests and a part of Even-
kiya’s capital, Tura. The project would destroy the territory of the traditional 
evenk nature management. Thanks to mass protests of the public RusHydro 
excluded the power plant project from its investment plan. In 2010 WWF 
started a campaign to revise the project of Boguchany power plant on the An-
gara River and to estimate its possible damages.
We need you support now!
Read more at www.wwf.ru/about/what_we_do/greenenergy/hydro

Markin Maksim • Pushkin Andrey • Ryzhenkov Vladimir • Skopets Kristina Khabarovsk and the Khabarovsky krai: Amutnykh Nikolay • Ishchenko Natalia • Kostomarov 
Sergey • Manukhin Aleksey • Pitovskiy Konstantin • Poznyak Sergey • Semenova Elena • Tyagunin Vitaliy • Vladimirova Tatjana Krasnodar and the Krasnodarsky krai: 
Antonov Daniil • Borisov Maksim • Erzhov Vladimir • Khludova Olga • Matvienko Andrey • Safronov Vladimir • Skorkin Oleg • Tkacheva Irina • Voronina Ekaterina
Chelyabinsk and the Chelyabinsk region: Anikeeva Irina • Myslyaev Valeriy • Otto Ekaterina • Smirnova Irina • Vostrecov Vladimir • Yurin Anatoliy • Zherebyat’eva Ol’ga 
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WWF is a conservation organiza-
tion that employs professional 
staff and leading experts. Our em-
ployment policy leads to success-
ful cooperation of the Fund with 
governmental organizations and 
major companies. 

On the other hand, WWF is a nongovernmental 
fund, and we rely on the support of Russian citi-
zens, our partners, other conservation organiza-
tions, journalists, fi lm directors, photographers and 
many other socially conscious and caring people 
that help us. Without their fi nancial support and 
aide we would never have gained the strong infl u-
ence that we address to nature conservation issues. 
Dear Friends! Thank you very much!

For us in WWF, 2010 was truly the Year of the 
Tiger. Together with our supporters, business-part-
ners, journalist, volunteers and colleagues we made 

tigers of snow, ice and papier mache. We adopted tigers, manufactured prod-
ucts to support the tiger, assembled into a giant tiger silhouette on the Moskva 
River bank, so, that it could be seen from the opposite bank. We growled like 
tigers and asked actors, singers and popular TV hosts to growl with us. We shot 
videos and marched the streets wearing tiger masks, developed online tiger 
games and exhibited movable video installations in the streets of Moscow and 
St. Petersburg, planted the Tiger Alley in Vladivostok and joined the tiger at 
the Tiger Summits. Our efforts were not in vain; we raised considerable means, 
drew the attention of the public and the government to the tiger conservation 
issued. We hope we will give the tiger a second chance.

Let us once again thank you for your support! 

WWF 
BRINGS 

TOGETHER

Katya Pal, 
Director of Development

From the moment WWF became a 
national organization in Russia in 
2004, fund raising and the Fund’s 

public relations have acquired 
vital importance. Of course, we 

are dreaming about the moment, 
when almost all the donations for 
the Russian nature conservation 
will come from Russian sources.  

So far, the result is 20 percent, and 
we welcome it. From year to year 
the funds, raised in Russia, grow 
bigger. Our most bright projects 
are given mass media coverage. 

The number of visitors to our 
web-site www.wwf.ru also grows, 
so, we are sure that in some years 

Russian citizens and companies 
will support our projects more 

actively. 

Kazan’ and the republic of tatrstan: Abdrazyakov Timur • Al’mukhametov Vasil’ • Alekseeva Ekaterina • Andreeva-Kartasheva Anna • Gimadutdinov Airat • Moskalev 
Valentin • Zakharov Dmitriy • Zenina Natalia • Zimnyakov Sergey IRKUTSK AND THE IRKUTSK REGION: Golovin Aleksandr • Kitaeva Marina • Kuchuk Tatjana • Misan 
Gennadiy • Oparina Tatjana OTHER REGIONS: Abibulaev Evgeniy (Samara) • Abramov Vladimir (Severodvinsk) • Alekseev Il’ya (Lipetsk) • Andreev Anton (Tver’) • Baisheva 
Lena (Yakutsk) • Baksarova Lyudmila (Inozemcevo) • Belash Lyudmila (Penza) • Belov Nikolay (Obninsk) • Berezin Konstantin (Kaliningrad) • Borshch Tatjana (Yaroslavl’) 
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BUSINESS AND CHARITY
WWF business reputation is irreproachable, and our business 
partnership experience is signifi cant. Over the years WWF has 
united many companies; their fi nancial support is directed to 
the nature conservation programs all around Russia.
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The 13th contest was dedicated 
to the cooperation of reserves 
and business. 

Among the contest laureates were: the Vodlozersky 
national park (Republic of Karelia, Archangelsk 
region), the reserve of Stolby, the Poles (Kras-
noyarsk region), the national park of Plescheevo 

ozero (Yaroslavl’ 
region), the Shulgan-
Tash reserve (Republic 
of Bashkortostan) and 
the Pinezhsky reserve 
(Archangelsk region). 
The Toyota Motor, LLC 
is the general partner of 
the program. The nomi-
nation introduced by 
the company was won 
by the project of the 
Smolenskoye Prooziorie 

national park. The park staff repaired and equipped a Centre for Environmen-
tal Education, which hosted around 300 schoolchildren and 100 students from 
the Smolensk region. The winner of the M.Video grant was the national park 
‘Call of the Tiger’ (Zov Tigra). 
The park is dedicated to the conservation of the Amur tiger and its habitat; 
among the measures taken are anti-poaching fi ght, wildfi re prevention mea-
sures, and work on multiplying the number of ungulates.
The grants of WWF and its partners were also directed to educational projects 
of the Volga-Kama reserve and the Samarskaya Luka national park, and the 
work on the restoration of oak woods in the national park of Ugra. Tetra Pak, 
Co. purchased oak tree seedlings and a tractor to help the planting. 
The WWF program ‘Reserves and National Parks of Russia’ is supported by 
BAT Russia, Coca-Cola Export Corporation, Independent Media Sanoma Mag-
azines, Tetra Pak, M.Video, and Sedmoy Kontinent (the Seventh Continent).
Read more at wwf.ru/resources/news/article/6362

More than 1,000 guests attended the WWF annual 
charity ‘Ball on the Grass’ in July 2010. The Ball is 
traditionally organized to support Russian reserves 
and national parks. 

3 mln rubles were raised and transferred to the national park «Call of the 
Tiger» (Zov Tigra) to fi ght poachers and wildfi res, and to the other small grants 
laureates.

SUPPORTING 
PROTECTED 

AREAS

OVER 50 
SPECIALLY PROTECTED 

AREAS PARTICIPATED 
IN THE SMALL GRANTS’ 

CONTEST IN 2010

Thank you, Earth Keepers! Bulatova Svetlana (Yaroslavl’) • Cheptsova Maria (Tolyatti) • Chugunov Dinis (Perm’) • Demakova Ol’ga (Mezhdurechensk) • Dolganova 
Anastasia (Samara) • Dorogan’ Alena (Tynda) • Doroshuk Alina (Nizhnevartovsk) • Drobyshev Aleksandr (Voronezh) • Drozdova Lyudmila (Yaroslavl’) • Elizar’jev Aleksey (Ufa) 
Ermakov Dnitriy (Izhevsk) • Fabrichnikov Evgeniy (Tyumen’) • Fateev Aleksandr (Kaliningrad) • Fateev Yuriy (Kaliningrad) • Galichev Aleksandr (Bryansk) • Gimadutdinov 
Ayrat (Kazan’) •  Glazyrin Aleksey (Mundybash) • Golovacheva Elena (Khanty-Mansiysk) • Golovacheva Elena (Khanty-Mansiysk) • Goncharov Andrey (Volgograd)
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Ball on the Grass was held at the Le Meridien Moscow Country Club with the 
support of brands Rodniki Rossii (Springs of Russia), HUGO BOSS and the 
Lexus-Kuntsevo Avto company. The event was opened with the drum show 
MarakatU, hosted performances of popular groups and of  the carnival fi re 
show from the Moscow Independent Street Theatre ‘The Fire People”. The 
guests could try their best at drawing hieroglyphs, have their hair styled with 
fl owers, participate in the master-classes of the GallaDance club and profes-
sional photo shoot, build a carton board model of a town and learn how to 
make soap. Or they could simply enjoy a stroll along the slab scenery, provided 
by the Taiga construction company. The no-lose charity lottery was very popu-
lar with guests; the lottery gifts were provided by WWF partners. 

The whole action was conducted by City FM DJs Dmitry Kaznin and Natalia 
Pashkova, popular TV hosts and celebrities, Olga Shelest, Ilya Danil’chenko, 
Katya Gordon and Zhenya Lepokurova. The event was attended by actresses 
Ksenya and Polina Koutepovs, Oksana Korostyshevskaya, musician Andrei 
Makarevich, fi lm director Olga Subbotina, designer Sergei Sysoev and TV host 
Timur Kizyakov. 
Read more at www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/6869

‘Let us Help Polar Bears Together’ is the name of the 
action, organized by WWF and the Coca-Cola com-
pany to draw the attention of the public to the en-
dangered polar bear. 

On the eve of the Christmas and New Year holidays the central Moscow depart-
ment store GUM opened an exhibition called ‘New Year Bears and Other Toys’. 
In order to attract public attention to a danger threatening the future of the po-
lar bear, many Russian showbiz stars were invited to participate in the project. 
Dressed in T-shirts with Polar bears, the stars had a photo shoot with Vladimir 
Shirokov. The exhibition was a part of the long-term WWF - Coca-Cola com-
pany partnership within the framework of the Polar Bear Patrol Project.
Read more at www.wwf.ru/news/article/7586
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3 MIO 
RUBLES 

RAISED AT THE WWF 
CHARITY BALL ON 

THE GRASS 

Grigor’jev Aleksandr (Nizhnevartovsk) • Gryadovkin Aleksey (Kaliningrad) • Guz A. (Belgorod) • Ivanov Aleksey (Murmansk) • Ivashkin Aleksey (Ivanovo) • Kalyapina Elena 
(Voronezh) • Kashlakov Kirill (Belokurikha) • Kataev Maksim (Ufa) • Khorobrym Mikhail (Samara) • Kirpishchikov Yuriy (Tyumen’) • Kochergin Aleksandr (Przheval’skoe) 
Kolchina Anna (Samara) • Kopenkina Oksana (Saratov) • Kozlova Elena (Dzerzhinsk) • Krivcov Aleksandr (Perm’) • Krut’ko Evgeniy (PGT Iskateley) • Krylov Aleksey (Novyi 
Urengoi) • Kvachenko Igor’ (Volzhskiy) • Labuzov Aleksandr (Oryol) • Larionova Tamara (Magadan) • Lavrenova Anna (Izhevsk) • Lebedev Sergey (Ul’yanovsk)
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WWF introduced the Living Offi ce project for its 
business partners. 

To become the project participant a company should defi ne at least three 
targets to «green» the offi ce, and then implement them within a year with 
WWF support. The targets should be reasonable and achievable. In 2010 
the following companies joined Living Offi ce project: M.Video, KPMG, Raif-
feisen Bank, Troika Dialog private investment bank, Philips, Rockwool, RESO 
insurance group. Some of the participants achieved great results; M.Video was 
awarded with the Save the Energy prize as ‘The Most Energy Effi cient Offi ce’, 
- the award which is introduced by the Russian Ministry of Energy and the 
Government of Moscow. KPMG developed a detailed plan to make the offi ce 
more environmentally friendly. The Moscow offi ce took obligations to reduce 
its ecological footprint, as well as the footprint of the employees. Each month 
КPMG, Moscow gives to recycling 30 kilos of plastic cups. In 2010 the com-
pany «recycled» 37,8 tons of paper!
Read more at 
www.wwf.ru/help_us/business/corporate_club/offi ce

WWF-RUSSIA CORPORATE CLUB

Mamchich Mikhail (Volgograd) • Markov Mikhail (Shatura) • Masalimova El’mira (Perm’) • Massarova Viktoria (Nizhnevartovsk) • Melnikova Ekaterina (Novoural’sk)
Mironova Vera (Vyksa) • Moskvin Boris (Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskiy) • Muryshkina Tatjana (Kemerovo) • Naraykina Tatjana (Zarinsk) • Nenashev Vitaliy (Magadan) 
Ol’khovataya Eva (Smolensk) • Ol’khovatyy Anatoliy (Smolensk) • Omel’chenko Boris (Oryol) • Oreshkina Natalia (Suzdal’) • Pazenko Elena (Nizhnevartovsk)
Perevertajlova Elena (Stavropol’) • Pilicyn Nikolay (Cherepovec) • Plyasunov Aleksandr (Velikie Luki) • Ponomareva Ekaterina (Murmansk) • Pronnikov Aleksey (Omsk)
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WWF 
SUPPORTERS 
WWF projects are 65 percent fi nanced with private donations. 
WWF-Russia supporters provided 26.1 million rubles for the imple-
mentation of the fund programmes in 2010. Today WWF-Russia 
supporters count 16,500 people. The number is humble compared 
to the many million population of the Russian Federation. But year 
by year the amount of members grows. By uniting our efforts we 
can achieve great results. 
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In 2010 the joint program of 
WWF and the Moscow region Pri-
oksko-Terrasny reserve celebrated 
its 6th anniversary. Together with 
the reserve WWF attracts private 
means and company donations to 
maintain and develop the Euro-

pean bison nursery. Annual care of a bison amounts 
50,000 RUR.
 
The program ‘Adopt a Bison’ has proved its feasibility and successfulness. Most 
of the adoptive parents have participated in it for several years running. WWF-
Russia has reached its aims within the framework of this program, so from July 
2011 the reserve will develop this project independently. 

Here are the names of the bison nursery 
supporters in 2010:

ADOPT 
A EUROPEAN 

BISON
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Aleksey and Anastasia Ponomarenko, 
WWF members «Earth Keepers»

Co Ltd «FRECOM»

Co Ltd «Kuban’agroprod»

Co Ltd «REMSTROY LTD»

Co LTD «Zubr» 

Derk Sauer, WWF member «Earth 
Keeper»

Diana Parshkova, WWF member «Earth 
Keeper»

Dmitriy Koshelev, member of Golden 
Panda Club

Elena Aleksandrovna Polikanova

Firm «Gen’yun’»

Gaylit family 

GUP MO «Mosoblgaz»

Irina and Galya Andreevy, members of 
Golden Panda Club

Merkulovy and Polnikovy

Moscow regional bureau of technical 
inventory (GUP MO BTI)

Nikanorovy family, WWF members 
«Earth Keepers»

Nikitiny family

The Council of deputies of the Serpukhov 
municipal district

Thank you, Earth Keepers! Rachin Konstantin (Toljatti) • Safronov Maksim (Kaluga) • Saprykin Oleg (Tol’yatti) • Sarycheva Svetlana (Obninsk) • Shamkhalov Edgar 
(Gornyak) • Sharina Ol’ga (Maya) • Shlapak Nina (Tobol’sk) • Shlykov Vladimir (Ryazan’) • Shubin Dmitriy (Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk) • Skovorodko Zinaida (Kyzyl) • Solomonko Larisa 
(Murmansk) • Sonina Ol’ga (Perm’) • Tarazanov Aleksey (Samara) • Tishin Vladimir (Orenburg) • Tyatyushkin Denis (Tolyatti) • Uralov Anton (Kirovsk) • Uvarova Maria (Ufa) 
Vakhitova Alsu (Ufa) • Vakhmistrov Vitaliy (Novokuznetsk) • Vasil’jev Maksim (Mcensk) • Volkova Ekaterina (Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk) • Volkova Elena (Tyumen’)
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Due to the aid provided by WWF 
supporters the saiga lived through 
the severe winter of 2009-2010; 
the collected means were directed 
to feed the exhausted animals in 
Kalmykia. 

In March 2010 WWF has received a request to 
help the saiga. Without the WWF interference the 

only antelope of Europe could have disappeared in this part of the world. In 
mid 1950s Russian population of saiga was 540,000, in the 1970s the number 
of traded in Kalmykia animals amounted 200,000, by the mid 90s the trade 
stopped at the level of 14,500 animals, and later it was banned everywhere. 
In just one day three Earth Keepers and Golden Pandas provided the fi nancial 
support of more than 200,000 RUR. The money was directed to fi ght poaching 
in the areas where the saiga had migrated from starvation.  
Read more at www.wwf.ru/about/what_we_do/species/saigak
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TO RESCUE 
SAIGA

Vorob’ev Aleksandr (Orel) • Yurin Anatoliy (Katav-Ivanovsk) • Zhuravleva Irina (Novokuzneck) • Zotova Irina (Novokuznetsk) Other countries: Givental’ Elena (USA)
Goldstein Bit (Switzerland) • Grankina Ekaterina (Netherlands) • Kiselev Stanislav (Ukraine) • Lebedeva-Hooft Elena (Netherlands) • Reshod’ko Anastasia (Kazakhstan) 
Sobakina Elena (Switzerland) • Stapel Allard (Netherlands)
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NATURE 
CONSERVATION: 

AN EASY WAY 
TO HELP

OVER 
4,000 

PEOPLE 
USED QIWI PAYMENT 
SYSTEM TERMINALS 
TO DONATE TO WWF

Two Russian banks provide services of commission 
free money transfers in WWF favor

ALFA BANK (ALFACLICK INTERNET BANKING)
 Alfa-click system added a new service to the main payment menu, ‘Make a 
donation to WWF’, from now on any Alfa-click client donate to WWF without 
bank commissions. 

SBERBANK
Since August 2010 WWF supporters can make commission–free donations, 
easily arrange monthly standing orders and make payments online in Sber-
bank (The Savings Bank). 

QIWI TERMINALS (UNITED SYSTEM OF MOMENTARY PAY-
MENTS, THE OSMP COMPANY) 
Thousands of WWF supporters enjoyed the simplicity and comfort of this type 
of donation: it can be easily made on the way to work or back home: you can 
fi nd QIWI terminals almost everywhere. To learn who has just donated we 
have opened a special section at  HYPERLINK “http://www.wwf.ru” www.wwf.
ru, where people can leave their contact information; the link to it every sup-
porter receives to the mobile phone immediately after payment.  

MAKE A DONATION ON YOUR MOBILE PHONE
Any customer to the Russian Big Three mobile operators (MTS, Beeline and 
Megafon) can enter his mobile phone number at the WWF- Russia web-site, 
click the ‘pay’ button and make a donation from mobile phone account. This 
service is provided by the OSMP company. Check it up at the WWF.RU. 

2010 PANDA TRAVEL 
In September 2010 Earth Keepers and members of 
the Golden Panda club travelled the Kolsky penin-
sula.

Within ten days travelers covered hundreds of ki-
lometers, visited the Kandalaksha and the Lapland 
reserves, the Seydyavvr sanctuary. They were in-
troduced to the Northern peoples’ culture; saw the 
ancient Pomor settlements of Umba and Varguza. 
But above all was the unique chance to see the 
WWF work in the Barens Sea ecoregion, to witness 
the problems solved and diffi culties overcome.
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LIFE PLANNING WITH PANDA CALENDARS
All the 2010 calendars issued by WWF-Russia were printed with the means of 
the fund supporters. 

PANDAS CAN BE GOLDEN!
Members of the Golden Panda club provide stable fi nancial support to the 
WWF projects; they are very enthusiastic about their conservation mission 
and charity promotion. Annual donation of each Panda Club member equals to 
100,000RUR. 
Read more at: www.wwf.ru/golden_panda

MEMBERS OF THE GOLDEN PANDA CLUB
Afanas’jev Igor’ (Moscow)

Afanas’jeva Anna (Moscow)

Alekseeva Evgenia (Moscow)

Andreeva Galina (Moscow)

Andreeva Irina (Moscow)

Apostol Kristopher 
(Switzerland)

Arhangel’skiy Gleb (Moscow)

Barsegyan Laura (Moscow)

Basov Maksim (Moscow)

Bezrukova Ekaterina (Moscow)

Bondarchuk Irina (Moscow)

Borisov Dmitry (Moscow)

Chugunova Inna (Moscow)

Dikhtyar Svetlana (Moscow)

Doncov Nikolay (Moscow)

Efremova Tat’jana (Moscow)

Egorov Aleksey (Moscow)

Fortova Lyubov’ (Moscow)

Kabanov Evegeniy (Moscow)

Kalita Tatjana

Kanevsky Vladislav (Moscow)

Kartashov Andrey (Moscow)

Kartashova Alina (Moscow)

Kharchenko German (Moscow)

Kim Natalia (Lobnya)

Kitain Mikhail (Moscow)

Kokorin Aleksey (Moscow)

Kolesnik Elena (Moscow)

Koreshkova Svetlana (Reutov)

Kormilicin Nikolay (Saint-
Petersburg)

Korzhova Anna (Moscow)

Koshelev Dmitriy (Tyumen)

Koval’ Galina (Moscow)

Kruglov Pavel (Moscow)

Kudryavceva Margarita 
(Moscow)

Kudryavceva Tat’jana 
(Moscow)

Kulakov Pavel (Moscow)

Kupcova Natalia (Moscow)

Kuprijanov Dmitriy (Moscow)

Kushnerenko Dmitriy 
(Moscow)

Kuzin Konstantin (Moscow)

Meshavkina Oksana 
(Ekaterinburg)

Murtazin Rustam (Moscow)

Mushinsky Vyacheslav 
(Moscow)

Onishchenko Vladislav (Mos-
cow)Orlov Nikita (Moscow)

Pikulya Vladimir (Moscow)

Polikanov Dmitriy (Moscow)

Polyanichko Elena (Moscow)

Popov Gavriil (Moscow)

Popov Vasiliy (Moscow)

Ryazanov Andrey (Pushkino)

Sarkisov Konstantin (Moscow)

Schipalova Evgenia (Moscow)

Sidnev Aleksey (Moscow)

Skopec Sergey (Krasnoyarsk)

Slepenkova Anastasia (Mos-
cow)

Slepenkova Nataliya (Moscow)

Sokolovskaya Tat’jana 
(Moscow)

Strizhev Aleksey (Moscow)

Strongin Semen (Moscow)

Terebinskaya Elena (Moscow)

Tsypulev Denis (Moscow)

Tynkovan Aleksandr (Moscow)

Tynkovan Svetlana (Moscow)

Vaksova Ekaterina (Moscow)

Yaroslavcev Igor’ (Moscow)

Yaroslavceva Evgenia 
(Moscow)

Yur’jevskaya Katarina 
(Switzerland)

68 EARTH 
KEEPERS 

ARE UNITED BY THE 
GOLDEN PANDA CLUB. 

JOIN US!

Встреча членов клуба 
с директором WWF 
России Игорем Честиным 
и сотрудниками 
природоохранных 
программ
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INVESTING 
IN THE PLANET’S 
FUTURE
In 2010 as in the previous year we increased our program fi nancing 
by 8 percent. WWF International remains for us the largest source 
of fi nancing; the international organization provided 4, 7 ml. EUR 
for the conservation of biodiversity in Russia. Due to the global 
fi nancial crisis the sum was 500,000 EUR less than the before-crisis 
level, however is was 300,000 larger than in 2009. International 
and governmental organizations, such as German Federal Environ-
ment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety Ministry and the 
World Bank, the Royal Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
the European Commission transferred 1,47 ml. EUR.
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Being a regional division of an international organiza-
tion, WWF-Russia attracts Russian citizens and compa-
nies to the nature conservation activity. It is important 
for us to increase the share of Russian donors; 2010 
results hit the record. Russian donations increased by 
587,000 EUR and made up 1.78 million EUR. The sum 
comprises 20 percent of the total amount of donated to 
WWF-Russia means.

Today WWF-Russia employs 143 staff members working in its Moscow and regional 
offi ces. The latter were opened in Arkhangelsk, Vladivostok, Krasnodar, Krasnoyarsk, 
Murmansk and Petropavlovsk-on-Kamchatka. Salary expenses in 2009 (allocations to 
the budget included) comprised 3265,000 EUR. Our employees are recognized experts; 
so core parts of projects they implement themselves. To cope with some issues we invite 
detached specialists and partners. These faithful nature conservation professionals as-
sist WWF in achieving its aims.

WWF-Russia passes through independent fi scal audit annually; its results are made 
public (at www.wwf.ru/help_us/donate/fi nance) and prove the reliability and compli-
ance of the audit with the Russian Federation legislature. Regular internal and inde-
pendent check-ups ensure that the means we get from our supporters, partners and 
business-donors are invested in the Future of the Planet and in the nature conservation!

Thank you for your trust and support! 

Pyotr Gorbunenko, 
Executive director 

of WWF-Russia
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Expenditures, in thousands of euros

1. Biodiversity Conservation 
 in Priority Ecoregions 4,453,868.64 

2. Keeping Our Ecological Footprint 
 within the Biocapacity Limits 1,380,709.43 

3. Scientifi c and methodological support 1,265,592.99 

4. TRAFFIC – WWF and IUCN’s 
 global wildlife trade programme 56,759.29 

5. Living Planet Programme 972,937.50 

6. Project administration 1,046,537.19 

 TOTAL 9,176,405.04 
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FINANCE IN 2010

Income, in thousands of euros

1. WWF-UK 371,314.00 

2. WWF-Germany 871,810.19 

3. WWF-Netherlands 1,746,697.60

4. WWF-Sweden 887,547.93 

5. WWF США 322,461.65 

6. WWF-Japan 249,121.20 

7. WWF-Canada 107,801.00 

8. Other WWF 144,819.35 

9. Russian corporate fundraising 997,889.79 

10. Individual fundraising 785,874.92  

11. World Bank 159764.70

12. German Federal Environment Ministry 574,932.00  

13. Royal Norwegian Ministry 
 of Foreign Affairs 398,303.00 

14. TACIS 74,000.84 

15. Other governmental agencies 271,176.05 

16. Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation 401,565.67 

17. MAVA Foundation 297,500.99 

18. Coca-Cola Foundation 94,967.89 

19. Citibank Foundation 71,286.03  

20. Oxfam 84,259.98  

21. Other NGOs and private foundations 104,485.43 

22. Other sources 158,824.83 

 TOTAL 9,176,405.04 
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From this report you have learned about the most 
important events in WWF-Russia in 2010. Hardly 
could we gain our success without the media cover-
age. More people become environmentally conscious 
and are imbued with nature conservation ideas due 
to the media support. 

WWF-Russian was mentioned 13 300 times in the media; there were 400 TV 
and radio reports about the Fund programs, it is 150 percent more than in 
2009.

Most media popular events and topics were: Earth Hour, Car-Free Day, abnor-
mal summer heat, wildfi res, climate change, 2014 Sochi Olympiad, Oil Spill in 
the Gulf of Mexico, the Khimki Forest confl ict and, of course, tiger conserva-
tion and the Tiger Summit in St. Petersburg. WWF-Russia experts are recog-
nized worldwide, and in 2010 they gave hundreds of interviews. 

Due to the information support of the media, WWF 
saves millions of rubles. Professionals are always at 
WWF help in creating public services ads (PSAs).

In the Year of the Tiger two advertising agencies provided WWF their free 
services, assisting in creating advertising billboard images and shooting public 
service ads (PSAs). The Imadesign company created advertising images “Do 
You See the Tiger?”, that could be later seen in the media and in the streets of 
Moscow. SPN Ogilvy communication agency, international WWF partner for 
many years, shot PSAs with the growling Russian stars and famous people. 
Even today you can see growling stars on the ad screens in Moscow malls, busi-
ness centers, Aeroexpress trains.    

To help people understand the issues of nature con-
servation, WWF introduces more public actions. 

WWF 
ON THE AIR

At the noon of the Tiger Summit 
WWF-Russia launched 
the web project Avatar 

and suggested everyone 
to “try on” the tiger’s mask

WWF-
RUSSIA 

MENTIONED 13300 
TIMES IN THE 

MEDIA

2600,000 
VISITORS TO 

WWW.WWF.RU 
IN 2010
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So, in 2010 a small car with a projection device 
rode the streets of Moscow and St.Petersburg. It 
projected the image of a running tiger on buildings. 
The speaker transmitted the tiger growling quite 
loudly, and passers-by would stop, look around, 
trying to fi nd the tiger, and take a picture of the 
image. 
Read more at 
www.wwf.ru/resources/news/article/7546

Our website is the key means in 
WWF communication with sup-
porters and partners. 

Every day the website publishes news on nature 
conservation projects; this is the latest and most 
reliable information from the WWF experts. We 
raise money for our fi eld projects and collect signa-
tures on the most acute issues. In November 2010, 
on the eve of the Tiger Summit, WWF launched an 
innovative online project ‘Avatar’. Each visitor to 
the site can become a tiger by trying the tiger mask. 
The project is still available. Lear more at www.
wwf.ru/avatar. In 2010 2,600 thousand people vis-
ited our website, and the number is still growing. 

WWF-Russia printed matter is 
of help for nature conservation 
professionals, government em-
ployees, businessmen, common 
people, students and university 
professors. 
The information is also available 
at www.wwf.ru/resources/publ
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Ogilvy Group Russia, the WWF’s international partner of many years, 
created commercial with the roaring celebrities

OVER 30 
PRINTED MATERIALS 

WERE ISSUED BY 
WWF-RUSSIA IN 2010
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1994
WWF opens programme 
offi ce in Russia

2004 
WWF-Russia becomes a national organization 
and from now on can be supported fi nancially 
from the Russian citizens. 

16,500 
number of WWF-Russia 
members

20%
income from the Russian 
donors to WWF-Russia’s 
budget

WWF-RUSSIA in facts and fi gures

Do you love nature? Help W
W

F-Russia to protect it: w
w

w
.w

w
f.ru/help_us/eng

Why we are here
To stop the stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and 
to build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature.

www.wwf.ru

19, bld.3 Nikoloyamskaya St., P.O. Box 3, 109240 Moscow, Russia
tel.: +7 495 727 09 39; fax: +7 495 727 09 38
russia@wwf.ru


